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Foreword
We are well-aware of the task we enrolled when writing the annual report on
ICT security in Italy: a task of contents, precision, and information.
A task we can fulfill thanks to the diligence of our Clusit members which
represent, at the highest level, the various professionalities which build the
complex supply chain of the information security world.
Starting the last year, with two editions and a detailed circulation, we are
giving a clear recommendation to the market: we cannot think of the
information society advancement in our country, without a full awareness of
threats and risks we need to face. This new edition is the proof of our
determination.
Moreover, Clusit assignment is not only to carry out the function of a “probe”
for new scenarios, as we believe it is most important to make our potential in
smartness and passion available to those wishing to deal with a strong belief in
such as strategic theme for our future.
Both at national and European level, there are positive signals of a clear will
from governments and institutions to concretely operate in order to protect
resources and systems which allow enterprises and people to communicate and
interact: we are ready to aid with our ideas and expertise.
That’s true, there’s a lot to do! We are saying this since a long time, and that’s
why se have already started to do it.
I hope you will enjoy reading this report.
Gigi Tagliapietra
CLUSIT President
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Introduction to the Report
In 2012 we gave life to the first “Report on ICT Security in Italy”, then followed
by a second edition in June and by the English edition last September. The
interest we raised up (more than fifty articles appeared on various
newspapers, and over ten thousands requests asking for the report),
encouraged us to keep on, to the extent that we made the decision to produce
the CLUSIT report yearly and, if possible, with regular updates along the year.
The Report 2013 starts with an overview of the most significant cyber-crime
events and IT incidents for the year 2012, and with the trends for the year
2013. It’s a picture extremely up to date and thorough of the global status,
posing a particular attention on the Italian status.
We have classified more than 1600 known attacks for 2011 and 2012, sorting
them by attackers and victims type, and by attack techniques type. Talking
about Italy, we analyzed the 129 public attacks observed during the 2012,
studying their distribution and the type of attacks.
The report also includes the result of surveys involving 207 companies, by
which we were able to analyze the ICT security Italian market trend,
identifying the areas where investments of public and private sectors are
going.
Speaking about job market, our study drew the attention to the most valued
professional figures, our goal being to facilitate the students and experts
choices.
Furthermore, we gave in-depth analysis on a variety of hot subjects: mobile,
social, Cloud security; Health and e-commerce security: two main themes in
the Italian Digital Agenda; we then end up with the 2013 Report “Focus On”:
the new IPv6 protocol and a series of valuable considerations for a correct
back-up and business continuity.
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Cyber-crime related events, main security incidents and
trends: 2012 and 2013 overview
After analysing what has happened during last 2012 and the first quarter of
2013, we must confirm the trends we had anticipated in the previous CLUSIT
Report last year, and highlight the rise of concerns from experts who are facing
a scenario that is getting worse.
In this historical period our society is switching from an analogic to a digital
approach, from a physical world to the cyber space, IT security threats rise in
an exponential manner in terms of both quantity and impact, whilst experts
meet large difficulties in reducing these threats, and consequentially the
hypothetical short-medium term scenarios are not encouraging.
One year after the 2012 Report, we are now facing a real emergency where
nobody can feel safe, where everyone is in someway threatened, from the
simple citizen to small and large enterprises and national institutions. At the
same time the rate of security incidents increased by 250% in the last year,
and the Cyber Crime is the source of 54% of them (it was 36% in 2012), with
an annual growth of the number of attacks of 370%...
Data show a scenario that is more concerning than what we predicted last
year, confirming the “worst case” scenarios we hypothesized. We believe, with
no fear of appearing too alarmist, that it’s time to act, now and effectively.
Later on we will show the analysis of the main incidents and the trends to
prove the statement above.
Our study, which refers to a sample of more than 1,600 incidents occurred in
the last 24 months, is the result of classification and correlation activities, that
required the review of thousands of open sources, several crossed checks
through OSInt1 procedures, and, last but not least, comparison of the
information with reports from various vendors (amongst them Cisco, IBM,
Kaspersky, McAfee and Trend Micro).
In this context our country seems to be one of the few that has not improved
its effort on this issue or, at least, not started yet to consider in the right way
the issues of scenarios prospected for the future months.
It’s definitely true that in the “Italian Digital Agenda” document, some guide
lines for the cyber security have been provided, and more the last 23rd January
the Monti government announced an action2 for the “cyber security” subject
which, in theory, gives some hope even though it’s not yet sufficient.
What is lacking are a strong awareness from all the interested actors, good
technical skills, participation of all the social entities, like schools, institutions
and politics. It lacks investments and mainly it lacks a vision to face such a
complex problem like the current one, requiring quick reaction times and
multidisciplinary solutions, coordinates and sophisticated against a non-stop
attack, running 24 hours per day on every side, which is now costing to the
country billions of euros of direct and indirect costs.
1

OSINT – Open Source Intelligence – Analisi di fonti aperte
http://www.governo.it/Presidenza/Comunicati/dettaglio.asp?d=70337&goback=.gde_4169913_member_207772373

2
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With a substantial reduction of this losses it could be possible to gain almost a
1% of GDP: can we allow ourselves to loose this chance?
Our wish is that from this year it will start in the quickest possible way, without
wasting any more time, a technology alignment of our country with all the
advanced ones, to fill all the gaps represented by not having yet a government
CERT, neither a clear national cyber strategy in national security, with all of
the right the components, people, tools, and political vision. .
We hope that this document Clusit 2013 Report may help to the discussion
giving our little contribute in order to face those threats facing us, while
wishing all to enjoy the reading!
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Analysis of the Main International Incidents
2012: highest peak of cyber threats
During the 2011, as we already described on the previous Clusit Report3, the
total amount of cyber attacks and the intensity of each one has grown with a
significant rate compared to the previous years, finding the most of us
unaware. This will drive us to the hypothesys of a speed up of the
phenomenon for the year 2012, because of a long series of structural and
short-term reasons.
This (easy) guess became true, in some aspects even more than our
anticipations, confirming those trends found in our analysis of the main known
international incidents4 for 2011 (about 470) and showing a further
acceleration.
All the average 1200 (known) main attacks from 20125 we analysed show that
cyber threats increased during the year (+254% overall), considering all the
interpretations of the phenomenon, with a growth of both the number and
complexity of the attacks, and in addition the damages experienced6.
To give a numeric measure (related to our sample of 1652 known incidents,
which represent only a small portion of the entire problem), here is the chart
of the last two-years period:

Main attacks at global level per semester

3

http://www.clusit.it/docs/rt67d_o23xfrsh9IIE.pdf
http://hackmageddon.com/2011-cyber-attacks-timeline-master-index/
5
http://hackmageddon.com/2012-cyber-attacks-timeline-master-index/
6
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/tecnologie/2012-09-22/crimini-informatici-italia-costano-110136.shtml
4
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All the information analysed and categorized have been collected mostly from
open sources, so their quality level (talking about reliability and completeness)
must be considered variable, despite all the efforts we made
Said that, the increasing trend of the number of meaningful attacks during the
last 24 motnhs is clearly relevant from the following graph.
Despite the decrease of the number of meaningful attacks that showed up in
the public domain in the second half of 2012, given by a decrease of big
demonstrative attacks from Hacktivists (who have been heavily hit by the Lae
Enforcement during the year), the trend line looks pretty clear:

Global level trend per semester

The main effects of the worsening of the situation during the last year,
confirmed also the first period of this 2013, can be summarized with the
followings:
- Everybody has become a potential target, just because they are
online. Looking at the statistics, there are still differences between big
and small companies, between different sectors, between private citizens
and celebrities, men and women, adults and children, and so on…, but
this difference is becoming lower and lower. Different groups of attackers
still show preferences sorted by the victim’s typology, but the reason of
that is because they’re specializing on specific targets7; on the other
hand these attackers have become so many and their actions so
pervasive, that they saturated the entire range of potential
victims/targets.
For this reason, and because nowadays users are using many devices
(like desktops, laptops and mobile devices) increasing their “attack
surface”, there are no more “safe” targets.
-

7

Traditional protections (antiviruses, firewalls) are not enough to
stop threats, which become more and more sophisticated everyday,
and able to avoid the majority of control systems. In this phase of

http://uscyberlabs.com/blog/2012/06/11/tor-black-market-cybercrime-ecosystem/
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transaction towards more advanced forms of information security, where
the defenders are in cleaer disadvantage, then prevention is particularly
important, in the form of awareness growth and change of the most
dangerous habits by the side of the users;
-

No platform is exempt from cyberthreats. As far as a couple of years
ago, threats were mainly concentrated on Microsoft products, because of
their widespread availability both in the enterprise and in the private
sector. Nowadays, simultaneously with the change occurring in the ICT
market, cyber-attacks take place with increasing frequency (and high
success levels also towards less common platforms (but in a rising
market) as Mac OS X8, iOs9, Android10 and Blackberry11. In fact, more
and more frequently we can observe the realization of multiplatform
malware12, or able to infect the victims PCs after their smartphone13
infection, and vice versa.

This growing, endemic dangerous situation could last for years even in the
better case, that is if effective countermeasures should be adopted the very
next day, and should be taken into account by all the stakeholders of our
technological civilization, as we could not ignore it because of its impact. In
effect, as we will see up ahead, based on the estimated frequency, today the
cyber-attacks have become the first crime model of which an Italian citizen
could be a victim.
Unfortunately, in this historical phase, at the speed with which this new
technology circulates, it does not correspond with the parallel adoption of
adequate security measures (cultural, organizational and technological), while,
on the other hand, the “bad guys” are extremely fast in gaining advantage of
system vulnerabilities and lack of awareness by their users. Today, starting
from the discovery of a critical vulnerability, maybe involving hundreds of
millions of systems (for ex. a Java vulnerability, or Acrobat, or Flash, or a very
large diffuse web platform as it could be a Social Network or a Web Mail
system) and its exploitation by the side of cyber criminals, spies or “cyber
warriors” can last a few hours, or days at most. In this context the defenders
reaction speed becomes essential, but a very few ones are able to keep up
with that.

8

http://threatpost.com/en_us/blogs/new-malware-found-exploiting-mac-os-x-snow-leopard-050212
http://www.chmag.in/article/aug2012/apple-ios-vulnerabilities
10
http://www.pcworld.com/article/262321/over_half_of_android_devices_have_unpatched_vulnerabilities_report_s
ays.html
11
http://www.berryreview.com/2012/03/14/webkit-vulnerability-plagues-blackberry-ios-android/
12
http://threatpost.com/en_us/blogs/rise-cross-platform-malware-082412
13
http://www.securelist.com/en/blog/208193760/New_ZitMo_for_Android_and_Blackberry
9
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In addition, we
need to
remember the
ever-growing “0day”
vulnerabilities,
that is the
vulnerabilities not
known by the vendor, for which a countermeasure does not exist, and which
are going to foment a global black market of many million dollars14, which
incites more and more “hackers” to try to get a profit, that can exceed
hundreds of thousand dollars for a single vulnerability.
This occurrence represents a vicious cycle, as a growing availability of
economic resources permits to the attackers to develop malwares more and
more sophisticated.
We can state that the main problem nowadays is exactly this growing
discrepancy between the attackers great speed and availability of means and
the relative slowness of the defenders which are using inadequate means, and
that this is the focal point to deal with urgently, before the situation gets
worse.
During 2012 to these phenomena it has been strongly added the subject
matter of the Cyber Warfare15, becoming one of the main sources of systemic
risk, from now on.
What in the previous Report was revealed as a potential risk, has become in
few months a severe international problem, considered absolutely serious by
governments, supranational organizations and works personnel, investing
billions in this area of interest.
All the leading actors on the international scene, U.S. being in front, are
developing important deterrent offensive capabilities, and someone are even
threating to resort to kinetic measures in the case of cyber-attacks16, making
more and more statements ratifying the beginning of an era of “cyber cold
war” of which is hard to speculate the developments, but which is destined in
the very next years to alter the worldwide geopolitical balance.
We need to underline how our Country, in this as well as in other information
security areas, is getting left behind, and is missing a significant part of
fulfillment, exposing itself to significant risks, with significant indifference by
politics and citizens.
Then, which are in substance the practical consequences of all these threats?
To give some examples, also this year, before to move on to the statistical
analysis of the available data, we pause shortly on some particularly

14

http://www.forbes.com/sites/andygreenberg/2012/03/23/shopping-for-zero-days-an-price-list-for-hackers-secretsoftware-exploits/
15
http://mashable.com/2013/01/30/cyber-warfare/
16
http://www.zdnet.com/obama-can-order-pre-emptive-cyber-attack-if-u-s-faces-threat-7000010769/
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resounding cases (and fore some reasons significant) happened throughout the
2012.

Representative cases
Among the approximately 1,200 important attacks in 2012 that we have
analyzed, for instance of the emerged (and emerging) trends we will relate
about a selection of twelve cases, not necessarily the worst ones, but
emblematic for different reasons
1. "Do not use our software”
Victim
ICT Security multinational
company

Attacker
Indian hacktivists:
“YamaTough” of the LoD
group, others?

Employed techniques
SQLi, Social
Engineering, Hacking

A singular story, with contours still poorly defined, which as a whole involves
hacktivists, spies, cyber criminals, governments and some well-known
multinationals.
In January 2012, an international producer of security solutions admits to have
suffered, in 2006, a theft of source code made by unknown, stating that the
cause was the impairment of a server's partner.
The cause of this announcement is a blackmail attempt by hackers antagonists
of the Indian "Lord of Dharmaraja" (LoD), which claim to have compromised a
series of sensitive government servers in their country, and to have found,
among other things, these sources (in exchange for which they are requesting
$ 50,000 to the manufacturer).
Along with samples of these source codes, the LoD provided other "hot"
information (for example, strong indications of impairment of the systems of
the United States-China Economic and Security Review Commission - USCC,
and the "evidence" that some leading Western companies producing mobile
phones have added backdoors into their products on request from the
government of India).
As if that was not enough, after a first series of reassuring press releases,
aimed at minimizing the risks to users, the international producer of security
solutions invites its customers not to use their remote access software (one of
the solutions more widespread in the world market) and "disable until the
Company has issued appropriate security patches." 17
A bold and unprecedented announcement, as commented H.D. Moore, chief
architect of Metasploit18, which caused huge stir in the community of experts,

17

http://www.symantec.com/connect/sites/default/files/pcAnywhere%20Security%20Recommendations%20WP_01_
23_Final.pdf
18
http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/25/us-symantec-hacking-idUSTRE80O1UY20120125
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because the theft of the source dates back to more than five years before (with
all the implications of the case) 19.
2. " Hello, who’s paying for this? "
Victim
Tens of thousands of cell
phone users

Attacker
Cyber criminals

Employed techniques
Unknown

As a result of investigations conducted by U. S. Secret Service, an Attorney
General of New York opened a proceedings against twelve cyber criminals
for having created a sophisticated telephone fraud, cloning tens of
thousands of mobile phones, for a total of $ 250 million in illegal profits20.
According to court papers show that, stealing information from
unsuspecting users, criminals had put together an impressive black market
for international calls untraceable.
The involvement of the Department of Homeland Security suggests that,
among the "clients" of this service, there were also suspicions of terrorism.
3. "The King is naked"
Victim
Sirian President Bashar alAssad

Attacker
Hacktivists (Anonymous),
Syrian rebels

Employed techniques
Insider (mole), SQLi

A cell of opponents of the Syrian regime is able to obtain, from a mole,
credentials of private email accounts used by President Assad and his wife
Asma, and can monitor all of their conversations for over 9 months.
When, in the Spring of 2012, a cell of hacktivists from the Anonymous group
can independently compromise the website of the Syrian Home Office
Ministry21, among many stolen information also comes into possession of 80 email accounts used by regime loyalists, including those of President and his
wife.
Only when the contents of thousands of emails (including a lot of very
compromising correspondence) is made public by Anonymous through
WikiLeaks, communications through these mailboxes came to a stop.
4. "Compliance ok, security ko"
Victim
1,5 milion of credit card
users

Attacker
Gang of cyber criminals
from central America

Employed techniques
Ignote (social
engineering, hacking?)

Even if in this case the information is fragmentary and contradictory22, it is
undisputed that an American company responsible for managing transactions
with credit cards was attacked by a gang of cyber criminals.

19

http://www.infosecisland.com/blogview/20505-Remote-Attack-Code-for-Symantecs-pcAnywhere-in-the-Wild.html
http://blog.dhs.gov/2012/02/secret-service-investigates.html
21
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/mar/14/how-assad-emails-came-light
22
http://www.scmagazine.com/visa-confirms-processor-credit-card-breach/article/234478/
20
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For this reason, major credit cards have immediately disbarred the company
from the list of trusted managing institutions. Inevitably, this has had a major
impact on the company’s shares.
The attack, carried out from the malicious mischief of the terminals of a major
taxi company in New York, has caused the loss of information related to 1.5
million credit cards, before the existing anti-fraud system was able to detect
anomalies.
Following this incident, the company has not only undergone a considerable
reduction in income, but had to get a new PCI-DSS certification and has been
recently sentenced to a compensation of $ 94 million (being insured against
such eventualities "only" for 30 million USD) 23.
5. " Identity theft on a national scale "
Victim
9 million Greek citizens

Attacker
Cyber criminal

Employed techniques
social engineering,
hacking

The Greek police have arrested a 35 year-old Athens24 on charges of stealing
the personal data of more than two-thirds of the Greek population, or about
nine million profiles on a total of eleven million citizens.
These profiles, in addition to the name, age and sex, included the Social
Security number, the license plate of any vehicles, etc..
The man was singled out because he tried to sell the data over the Internet. It
is not clear if it had one or more accomplices within the administration
Hellenic.
6. " Operation High Roller "
Victim
Unknown number of European
and American companies

Attacker
Organized cyber crime

Employed techniques
social engineering,
phishing, hacking

A gang of cyber criminals with considerable technical skills was able to steal
more than $ 78 million from the accounts of numerous companies 25, infiltrating
corporate computers supplied to the administrative staff that were previously
identified through the Social Network and made object of targeted phishing
emails with malware such as Zeus and SpyEye to capture the credentials of
bank accounts, spreading over more than 60 different lenders.
The experts who have analyzed the modality of the attack26 describe it as
extremely sophisticated and highly automated, able to overcome protections
and advanced features such as one-time password authentication systems at
two levels.
7. " The digital signature gang"
Victim

Attacker

Employed techniques

23

http://www.scmagazine.com/global-payments-now-expects-to-pay-94m-for-breach-costs/article/275832
http://news.yahoo.com/man-arrested-athens-over-id-theft-most-greek-171450741.html
25
http://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2012/06/26/operation-high-roller-targets-corporate-bank-accounts/
26
http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-operation-high-roller.pdf
24
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Italian entrepreneur

"Evolved"scammers

Request for smart card
on behalf of the victim

The fraud was discovered by GAT (the Special Unit for Telematics Frauds of the
Guardia di Finanza – Financial Police). Three scammers have taken over the
company of an unsuspecting business owner, and impersonating him released
a smartcard in his name, through a Public Accountant and a service company
that were, in turn, victims of the scam.
Obtained the smart card on behalf of the scammed, they proceeded on selling
shares, recording it regularly through the computer systems of the Chamber of
Commerce in fact defrauding the company to its rightful owner.
Quoting from the news: "the gang of the digital signature - say the
investigators - has worked in spite of the much vaunted security and
invulnerability of the technological solution for the authentication of the
signature of public documents." 27
8. "Operation Enlightenment"
Victim
Many organizations and
companies, mainly U.S.

Attacker
Cyber Espionage

Employed techniques
Malware, hacking

This is one of the most important international intelligence operations emerged
in the course of 2012. Discovered by chance (as well as Flame, Shady Rat,
Rocra and other similar cases) by some researchers, who were investigating a
single case of compromise28, it was soon proved to be a campaign of
intelligence on a global scale, conducted with method and determination by
attackers presumably related to interests in the Far East.
Among the targets, very different from each others, government organizations
belonging to many European and American sectors, high tech companies, law
firms, public relations firms, think tanks, etc29.
An important aspect of this operation is that the attackers, although using little
sophisticated hacking techniques, in some respects even trivial, they managed
to infiltrate dozens of organizations, some of which are sensitive, without
raising any alarm, for a period of many months .
9. " Millions of compromised accounts "
Victim
Many Social Networks and
websites

Attacker
Organized cyber crime

Employed techniques
SQLi, hacking

During the year there were numerous, as well as striking, malicious mischief
that led to the theft of millions of passwords and accounts from Social
Networks and websites with a high level of traffic.
In one case the victim company has asked all its 28 million users to change
their passwords30.
27

http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/notizie/2012-03-26/rubano-firma-digitale-intestano-181133.shtml
http://www.cybersquared.com/project-enlightenment-a-modern-cyber-espionage-case-study/
29
http://w.infosecisland.com/blogview/21195-Project-Enlightenment-Attacks-Reminiscent-of-Shady-Rat.html
30
http://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2012/07/11/formspring-hacked-28-million-users-told-to-change-their-passwords
28
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In another case the credentials of about 6.5 million users of a famous
professional31 Social Network have been compromised.
A well-known microblogging platform instead, as a result of a widespread
attack on its users aimed at compromising the credentials, has preferred in
doubt to reset a large number of accounts, then apologizing with its users for
the inconvenience.32.
Finally, several major service providers of Web Mail and chat, due to
vulnerabilities in their password reset33 systems, have made it possible for an
attacker to access any account of their users, without even having to
compromise their credentials.
10. "Cyber crime as a service"
Victim
Unknown number of companies
at a global level

Attacker
Organized cyber crime

Employed techniques
SQLi, phishing, social
engineering, hacking

Among the many possible examples of the sophistication achieved by cyber
criminals, this is certainly not the most worrying, but stands out for the
professionalism and organization of the group that manages the illegal activity.
A website (accessible via TOR) offers at budget price time limited access to
more than 17,000 systems compromised by their RDP (Remote Desktop)
service exposed over the Internet34.
With just a few dollars you can buy access to the victim system, and thus have
the ability to penetrate, in addition to the system, also the network that hosts
it.
The compromised machines can be searched for the range of public IP
addresses, making it very easy to identify a compromised machine within the
network of a specific organization or company.
If the compromised system is deactivated or locked down during the period of
agreed access, you can submit a ticket to cyber criminals who shall replace it
with another one.
11. "Man in the Router"
Victim
4.5 million Brazilian ADSL
users

Attacker
Organized cyber crime

Employed techniques
social engineering,
hacking

Taking advantage of a trivial vulnerability on many models of routers provided
by Brazilian ISPs, a gang of cyber criminals has been able to access the login
credentials of their web interface and change the addresses of the DNS servers
in their configuration35.
In this way, by using malicious DNS servers around the world (over 40), cyber
criminals have been able to redirect the users' browsing at their pleasure, and

31

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012_LinkedIn_hack
http://mashable.com/2012/11/08/twitter-hack-password-reset-call/
33
http://techlogon.com/2012/04/29/hotmail-accounts-hacked-no-matter-how-strong-the-password/
34
https://krebsonsecurity.com/2012/10/service-sells-access-to-fortune-500-firms/
35
http://www.securelist.com/en/blog/208193852/The_tale_of_one_thousand_and_one_DSL_modems
32
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prompting them to download malware and to visit sites specially made to look
like Google, Gmail, Facebook etc, in order to steal their credentials.
In addition, cyber criminals have changed the password to access the impaired
routers, making it more difficult (and therefore expensive) to restore them.
In February 2013, millions of routers were still compromised.
12. "Social Botnet"
Victim
11 million users of Social
Network

Attacker
Organized cyber crime

Employed techniques
social engineering,
malware

This story, despite being one of the most significant of 2012, has largely gone
unnoticed.
FBI, with the support of one of the major social networks in the world, arrested
10 suspects, of seven different nationalities, as part of complex inquiries
concerning one of the largest botnets ever discovered36.
Users targeted by the Social Network by malware called Yahos (derived from
the base of the infamous botnet malware Butterfly, dismantled in 2011), were
victims of identity and banking credentials theft.
The FBI estimates that total losses caused by this botnet, consisting of 11
million infected machines, have been in the order of $ 850 million 37.

36

http://www.zdnet.com/facebook-helps-fbi-smash-global-11-million-strong-botnet-7000008671/
http://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/fbi-international-law-enforcement-disrupt-internationalorganized-cyber-crime-ring-related-to-butterfly-botnet
37
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Classification of the main international known incidents
Following the classification criteria that we have adopted (of necessity high
level, given the frequent lack of more detailed information on incidents) and
the related numerical consistencies compared to the total.
We reported in orange the percentage increases compared to 2011, which are
higher than the overall average, showing with a good approximation the main
trends.
ATTACKERS BY TYPE
Cybercrime
Unknown
Hacktivism
Espionage / Sabotage
Cyber warfare
TOTAL
VICTIMS BY TYPE
Institutions: Gov - Mil - LEAs - Intelligence
Others
Industry: Entertainment / News
Industry: Online Services / Cloud
Institutions: Research - Education
Industry: Banking / Finance
Industry: Software / Hardware Vendor
Industry: Telco
Gov. Contractors / Consulting
Industry: Security Industry:
Religion
Industry: Health
Industry: Chemical / Medical
TOTAL
ATTACK TECHNIQUES BY TYPE
SQL Injection38
Unknown / APT
DDoS39
Known Vulnerabilities / Misconfigurations
Malware
Account Cracking
Phishing / Social Engineering
Multiple Techniques
0-day40
Phone Hacking
TOTAL

2011
170
148
114
23
14
469

2012
633
110
368
29
43
1.183

2011
153
97
76
15
26
17
27
11
18
17
0
10
2
469

2012
374
194
175
136
104
59
59
19
15
14
14
11
9
1.183

Total
527
291
251
151
130
76
86
30
33
31
14
21
11
1.652

2011
197
73
27
107
34
10
10
6
5
0
469

2012

Total

Increase

435
294
165
142
61
41
21
13
8
3
1.183

632
367
192
249
95
51
31
19
13
3
1.652

220,81%
402,74%
611,11%
132,71%
179,41%
410,00%
210,00%
216,67%
160,00%
300,00%
252,24%

Total
803
258
482
52
57
1.652

Increase
372,35%
-25,68%
322,81%
126,09%
307,14%
252,24%
Increase
244,44%
200,00%
230,26%
906,67%
400,00%
347,06%
218,52%
172,73%
-16,67%
-17,65%
1400,00%
110,00%
450,00%
252,24
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On the graph below, we can get a summary of the data analysis of the 1,183
known attacks from 2012:

Type and distribution of the attackers

Noteworthy, the Cyber Crime is now exceeding 50% of the total (from 36% in
2011 to 54% in 2012).

Type and distribution of the victims

With regard to the distribution of the victims, we have a slight decrease in the
attacks to government agencies, but an increase in crimes against the
entertainment industry, Web services, and education targets such as high
schools.
Finally in 2012, speaking about the classification of the attacks vs the
techniques used by attackers, it stands out the considerable increase of the
DDoS category, whit a confirmation of the top used techniques such as SQL
Injection, exploitation of known vulnerabilities and the use of malware.
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Type and distribution of the attack techniques

Indeed, in most of the cases attacks were made with well-known techniques,
for example exploiting the lack of patches, misconfigurations, organizational
flaws, lack of awareness by users, etc., all vulnerabilities that could and should
be mitigated, if not eliminated, with relative easiness, while this year they
account for 68% of the total. From this graph it is clear that the defendants
have a wide margin for improvement.
While comparing the data of 2012 with those of 2011, we began by analyzing
the increase of the absolute value of the different categories of attackers,
confirming what we have mentioned in the previous chapter.

Change in distribution of the attackers (absolute values)
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It significantly shows the increase in accidents due to cyber-crime, an increase
less marked on those due to hacktivists, a decrease in attacks carried out by
unknown attackers, a slight increase in attacks connected to activities of cyber
warfare and a slight decrease of the known cases of cyber espionage.
By normalizing the absolute values and calculating the percentages for each
category of attackers in the two years considered, the situation appears even
more clearly:

Change in distribution of the attackers (percentage values)

The growth rate of the known cases of cyber-crime is very significant. On the
one hand it points to the fact that the authors now do not even bother to
conceal their tracks, on the other hand, as shown by the sharp decrease of
unknown authors, it suggests that there is an undergoing improvement in the
ability of defenders to identify the responsible, which is very positive.
Shifting the focus to the classification of the absolute values of attacks by type
of victim, an interesting phenomena arise:
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Attacks per victim typology (absolute values)

Despite the Government sector maintains the unenviable record of being the
most frequently affected target within our sample, it is the Online Service and
Cloud sector (which includes Social Networks) to show the highest growth
rates of the attacks (+900%).
Comparing the percentages of the total of each of the years considered other
significant data emerge:

Attacks per victim typology (percentage values)

Compared to 2011, we see a substantial increase in attacks not only against
the Online Services, but also against educational and financial institutions,
while the other categories remained virtually unchanged, with the exception of
the fund that is denominated "other", which shows a reduction.
Finally, with regard to the classification of incidents according to the
techniques of attack, it clearly shows the increase in some types of threats:
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Attacks per tecnique of attack (absolute values)

In absolute terms, continue to prevail SQL Injection techniques (which does
not lay well for the defenders, as we said above), but there is also a significant
increase in the attacks based on Distributed Denial of Service, and those made
with techniques unknown (typically via the so-called APT41), in addition to
those made by the exploitation of known vulnerabilities (for lack of patching)
and malware.
Comparing the percentages of the total of each of the years in question are
clear trends that defenders should take greater account of:

Attacks per tecnique of attack (percentage values)

The kind of threats that show the highest growth rates are the DDoS and the
unknown techniques / APT (speaking of which, in some cases, this increase
41
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may also be due to the statistically reluctance of investigators to reveal the
techniques used by attackers in an attempt to reduce their occurrence and the
inevitable phenomena of emulation).
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Analysis of the Italian cybercrime situation and perspective on
IT incidents
While 2011 in Italy has been characterized by the preponderance of threats
with an activist matrix (Anonymous and his emulators), during the 2012 in our
country the weight and frequency of this kind of events has gradually
diminished as well.
Thanks to the smaller frequency of resounding actions by the digital
opponents, the actions of the IT criminality found more space on the media,
disclosing (finally), even outside the insider community, the greater source of
troubles for enterprises, citizens and public agencies, to which everyone, every
day, is exposed.
If we want to identify the factors that along the 2012 have mainly influenced
the Italian overview, we can say that:


From a technological point of view, during 2012 we saw a consolidation of
the trend already started during the 2011, concerning the increase of the
access to the on-line services from mobile devices. In December 2012 in
Italy there were 38.4 million users in the age group 11-74 years old with
continuous access to the Internet, and almost 20 million equipped to
connect by a smartphone or a tablet42. If we consider that in 60,4% of the
cases, the Internet browsing is the more mentioned activity by the mobile
users, and that almost 5 million users downloaded an application at least
once, we can deduce the growing familiarity towards these devices.
Unfortunately, as the ill-famed Eurograbber43 operation demonstrated, even
the IT criminals are going to adapt to the users habits.



From a social point of view, 2012 emphasized a climate of scepticism
towards politics, scepticism further increased by the current economic trend
and by the resulting sacrificies that our country is suffering. In despite of
this social climate worsening, there was not a proportional growth of digital
protest actions by the Italian activists, as happened the year before. From
this point of view 2012 has been a double-face year: during the first half we
registered isolated protest actions (and sometimes contradictory), however
those actions went gradually down during the year and were for impact and
frequency far away from the events of the summer 2011. Probably this
decrease was a consequence of the activities of the law enforcement
agencies (which demonstrated how hard is to maintain the anonimity,
above all for who acts as digital activist), and still because of the increasing
sensitivity of the possibile targets which raised their level of attention.

42
43

AUDIWEB TRENDS source - September 2012 Summarized data 1st +2nd+3rd+4th quarter 2012
http://punto-informatico.it/3665862/PI/News/eurograbber-zeus-contro-banche-europee.aspx
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On the other hand, during the 2012 increased the awareness that even our
country is not exempt from complex crime and IT espionage operations,
which in some cases (we could say, at the last), «gained» the first pages of
the most important newspapers44. And even though to our press is louder
the Beppe Grillo blog attacked by Anonymous, rather than the extimated
outcome of 36 millions euros (about which 16 millions in Italy) stole by
criminals in the Eurograbber operation, this sign is significative as we are
becoming conscious of the risks deriving from our digital identity
overexposure, and from its appendixes, to the Internet risks. In fact, for a
citizen, there is a bigger impact in seeing his/her bank account stolen by
criminals, rather than the impossibility to access for some time the website
of his/her reference politician.

January-March 2012
2012 opened maintaing continuity with the year before. In the first quarter of
the year the hactivism activity entered into force, in the wake of the protests
which have characterized the attempt to approve firstly the SOPA end PIPA
laws (the attacks reached the top between January 19th and 20th, when the FBI
sealed up the servers of MegaUpload), and as a result of the ACTA signing by
22 members of the European Union. Predictably, in Italy the hactivists aimed
at the organizations accused to defend the old copyright (SIAE, copyright.it)
model, other than at the Department of Justice 45 website, as complain about
the new law before the House (rejected by the Parliament later on February
the 1st), the Italian interpretation of the ACTA law.
During the month of March, simultaneously with the increase of the political
instability, and taking the cue from some news stories (for example the
incidents occurred at the Val di Susa construction site), we saw a new outburst
of events which damaged organizations belonging to the infrastructure,
transport and energy sectors. Even the Vatican City was into this March
turmoil, suffering some clamorous actions: the institutional website was victim
of four DDoS attacks between March 7th and 22nd46, and of some minor actions
against linked sites, even because of an imprudent interview by a Vatican
security partner which declared on the New York Times to have outlined and
precluded a presumed attempt of attack by the Anonymous between July and
August 2011.
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http://cylaw.info/?p=72
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http://anon-news.blogspot.it/2012/03/vaticanva-4-0-benedictomexicomx-tango_22.html
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Even though not stricly connected with the Italian overview, on March 6th
2012, an event occured which is doomed to have remarkable consequences
along the year for the line of the digital activism: the American press reveals
that Hector Xavier Monsegur, better known as Sabu, the LulzSec notorious
leader (the key player of the main “digital protest” actions in 2011, emulated
by many improvised followers even in our country), is an FBI informer since
June 7th47, 2011. As is easily predictable, in the FBI network soon all the
remaining group members fall down. Nevertheless the operation will have
major repercussions as many other hactivists, acting inadvertently since June
2011 by the desire of emulate, have been captured by the police forces. The
operation discourages the activist community, and reinforces the awareness
that the digital anonymity is a very weak concept, even for the ones acting on
the other side of the wall. In order to have an idea of the impact of this
gesture, you need to consider that Sabu itself, as the Italian activists said, is
suspected to have helped to the Italian Anonymous group the CNAIPIC 48
poisoned meatball, the July 11th famous attack against the Italian Police.
Anyway cybercryme is not only hactivism. It’s interesting to note that the
impressive IT frauds start to gain the newspapers first pages. At the end of
January, the law enforcement in Bari vanquished an international mob, acting
in Italy too, dedicated to credit card cloning using phishing49 techniques. The
damage registered in our country was of half a million euros approximately.
Even INPS was a victim of the attacks, for an internal database breach
permitting to a criminal enterprise to create false social security identities,
counting up to 1.8 million euros approximately as an estimated damage 50.
Even this last event demonstrates how the lack of internal security measures
could have very serious repercussions for the state and the citizens, worsen by
the delicate actual economic trend.

April – June 2012
In the wake of the first quarter, we also registered activism during the second
quarter of 2012. Especially at the beginning of April, the virtual guns of
activists kept on aim at several institutional sites or belonging to entities
related directly or indirectly to the known events in Susa Valley.
The event characterizing this quarter, more due to its folklore than to the real
impact of the attack, happened on June 8th. In this day, an autonomous cell
belonging to the local chapter of the Anonymous group “dedicates” its own
attentions to the website of the comedian Beppe Grillo, which suffered a
47
48

http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2012/03/06/exclusive-unmasking-worlds-most-wanted-hacker/
http://inchieste.repubblica.it/it/repubblica/il-venerdi/2012/03/21/news/intervista_anonymous-31956238/
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Distributed Denial of Service attack51. The site has made unreachable for
almost a day, and above all, the action, with the followed claims of
responsibility and denials in perfect Italian style, causes a rift inside the
Anonymous group which gives the paternity of the attack to a sub-group, at a
later stage disowned, specialized in Botnet52 usage. On the other hand the
attack put up results for the attackers and, in a paradoxical way, even for the
victim, filling in for some days the first pages of the national media.
In June we registered a peak about the external activist front, due to an
intrusion in Italy of the group TeamShell, which aimed at some .gov domains
(an anticipation of the clamorous attack to some universities in the world that
will take place in October). You have to notice, on June 11th, a curious
precedent: for the first time a Serie A football team is subject of a hacker
attack. Udinese Calcio gained this sad record, as its website was
compromised53. It is not a substantial event for its impact, but is indicative of
the everybody’s insecurity.
It’s important to notice, in the same period, even if the real nature of the
event is still anything but clear, a presumed attack to the SNAI VLTs, which
could be the reason of anomalous lottery wins occurred on April 16th54,
involving 3000 devices in the whole national territory. Just because of this
anomalous nature, the authority established to not acknowledge the payment
to the winners. The event, authentic or not, demonstrated that the gambling
sector risks to become a very appetizing prey for the prowlers.
It’s important at the same level, one of the few cases of a primary national
bank that appeared on the news because of an information technology theft
which caused a 400000 Euros loss, belonging to the local association of
lawyers55.

July – September 2012
Summer 2012 definitely did not replicate the frequency of attacks observed the
year before, when was sufficient to open a social network page or wall to find
the expression derived from the military jargon “tango down” (utilized by the
Hactivists to show the success of an attack against a given target) at the first
places in the top trend discussions. Actually the month of July showed an
illusory tranquility.
The descending trend continued in August, with the exception of some sporadic
events with an activist matrix, in the wake of the known event regarding the
Ilva steelworks in Taranto. Ilva itself was damaged, being subject of IT attacks
51
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and illegal data publication56 all along the month, and even the Taranto
Municipality was subjected to Defacement57. Speaking half in jest, speaking
half in earnest, during the month of August even the marathon runner Alex
Schwazer was objective of the information activists belonging to the
Anonymous group, as a consequence of his confession to have used illegal
substances (doping) 58. On the same side, in September the Anonymous group
achieved another extreme action, publishing more than 2 GBs of private
documents and emails belonging to a priest accused of pedophilia 59.
All the previous actions demonstrate the strong bond between informatic
activism and news story, even when the claim of responsibility is extremely
heterogeneous.
Of a complete different nature (and maybe with higher impact) the attack
involving a well known global electronic producer, from which Italian website
have been stolen more than 8000 credentials of unaware customers 60.
It is important to notice in September some sporadic attack against Italian
banks and a new black-out to the Beppe Grillo blog, this time with no claim of
responsibility.

October – December 2012
The last part of the year opened with an attack to three Universities in Rome.
Some domains fell into the Project West Wind operation, lead by the
GhostShell union, in which 120.000 credentials belonging to some universities
in the whole world (for ex. Hardvard, Cambridge, Tokyo and Rome indeed) 61.
were published over the Net. In this particular case, to the 3 universities in our
country were stolen approximately 350 credentials with a value more symbolic
than practical.
October the 23rd the Italian Police were again under attack (after the
controversial episode of July the 25th), suffering illegal losses from activists
(with consequent publication) of approximately 3500 private documents 62.
Police admitted the illegal incursion63, minimizing the event, this way
instigating the predictable reaction of Anonymous.
During the same period we registered a presumed attack against Telecom
Italia by the same digital activists. They declared to have observed
approximately 3000 (??) vulnerabilities in the company servers, which
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permitted the illegal access to more than 30000 credentials 64. Since no more
details followed the notice (but the publication of few credentials) many doubts
remain to the real truthfulness of the attack, in confirmation that the source
reputation still is the most serious problem in order to ascribe responsibilities
to the information attacks.
From a global perspective, the most important event of the last quarter of the
year was the discovery of the Eurograbber operation (earlier mentioned), a
huge criminal operation executed against 30000 European bank accounts,
which stole, to the unaware account holders, more than 36 million Euros by
illegal withdrawal, and to the single person between 500 and 250000 Euros.
The operation, executed with the nth modification of the malware Zeus for
mobile platforms (ZitMo), started right about here from our Country, which
deserves the sad record to be the most damaged one, and involved in Italy 16
Bank Institutes, 11893 users, causing in the end the theft of more than 16
millions Euros to our compatriots (on the average of almost 1380 € per
person)65.
We have to mention, more for its peculiarity than for its consequences, a case
of a Denial of Service attack, executed from Facebook pages against a well
known singer Facebook wall, full of insults 66. For sure an original way (and a
quite dangerous one, for it is repeatable and hard to oppose to) to tell your
own dissent talking of musical taste.

Let’s take a look at 2013
If we would like to say that “well begun is half done” then 2013 is not a good
beginning.
At the beginning of January a famous security company disclosed the so called
“Red October operation”, a complex intelligence activity which was lasting
more than 5 years against government, embassies, researching institutes and
commerce, and companies of different sectors of activity.67
In this case as well, our country is within the list of the objectives with 5
targeted entities (not well known).
At the same time, the number of attacks is increasing every day (identity theft,
money theft phishing etc.)

Types and distribution of attacks
We want to show a short analysis of some kind of attacks within a sample of
129 events.
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The sample, which is not exhaustive, since it is referred just to public and
published events, concerns all the attacks against national entities which have
been directly recorded (because all the media dealt with them) or indirectly
(because stolen data have been published on social network, online repository
like Pastebin, etc.).
Considering the disclosed attacks, which were 129, within January and
December 2012, 86 of them (meaning 67% of the total amount) can be said
hacktivistic. While in 43 of them, (meaning the 33%) they can be related to
Cyber Crime. It’ s important to compare this fact with the sample related to 10
months of 2011 (March-December), in this period these percentages where
respectively 84 and 14%.
Also the analyzed 2012 italian sample of data showed a large increase of
Cyber Crime activities compared to hacktivistic.
Motivations
(Jan. – Dec. 2012)

Considering the targets within the analyzed sample, we can see that attackers
would rather prefere government sector, then politics organizations and
industries.
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Target distribution
(Jan. – Dec. 2012)

Government
Political associations
Industry
Associations
Religion
Instruction
Law enforcement
Finance
Online services
Transports
Information
Military
Sport
Other

Adding up both the first two areas, we can see how one out of three attacks is
against government or politics organization. It’ s interesting compare these
results with the previous year data.

Target distribution

Government

Political associations

Industry

From this comparison we can see a little decreasing percentage of government
targets moving towards politics organization and industries. This is likely due
to a reduction of activistic attacks.
Actually, if we analyze attacks and their motivations, we can notice that
activists largely prefer government targets, it means that if we consider
information technology activism one attack out of three, i.d. 29%, is of this
kind.
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Target distribution as a function of the motivations

Government

Political associations

Industry

If we look at the trend analysis, we can see a two faced year, well influenced
by the evolution of the activism (whose attacks have been much more
underlined by media). Within the first quarter of the year, there has been a
confluence of events, due to some sociopolitical occurrence in Italy, in
particular, complains in Susa Valley against the High-Speed Railway project
(TAV). The peak of March is in part due to a series of attacks against religious
targets.
In June we have registered a peak due to a collective attack made in Italy by
Ghostshell: we had already seen how they act in October with the operation
Project WestWind.
From July on, the attacks frequency began to reduce, being at the lowest level
in December.
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Trend attacks
(Jan. – Dec. 2012)
Protest against TAV in Val di Susa;
Attack wave against the Vatican

Some governmental sites attacked
by the GhostShell Team

West Wind Project, 3
universities attacked by
GhostShell Team;
Attack to the Italian
Police

ILVA question in
Taranto explodes

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Security and Identity protection
Besides all the statistics related to attacks, in the previous edition of the report
the writers aimed to a new approach according to data and infrastructure
security, pointing to volatility, to increasing of mobile devices and meager
sensitivity of users (and organizations), as the main risks.
These factors are an important bait for criminals, therefore they need a new
approach by users and organizations according to laws, technology and
sensitivity besides right technlogical countermeasures.
Unfortunately a year has passed, and we cannot say that all this has appened.
On the opposite, is being outlined a dangerous trend among young generations
(not only among them), which are growing up with an idea of privacy
completely different from previous generations.
This new way of thinking makes them a target to virtual threats.
This is in part due to the so called “virtualization of relationships”: to be able to
meet a person face to face, allow us to evaluate his reactions and then adjust
our own behavior.
Not being able to see who (or what) is in front of us makes us behaving in a
spurious way.
The practical consequence of this trend is that people share a huge amount of
personal information without knowing real ramifications.
Data are in prey of vandals and digital stalkers and criminals who can get from
social networks or from other ways of information sharing (for example
geographic information from a photo) useful information to carry on illegal
activities both in real and in virtual world. Nevertheless not only criminals can
take advantages: also for a given employer it would be very easy to find out
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personal info on a candidate looking among different search engines and social
networks.
Unfortunately exposing information within virtual world casually, can have
dramatic consequences: in 2012 and also at the beginning of 2013, have
occurred several times that teenagers have committed suicide following cyberbullying events occurred on social networks.
Even if it is not right to place the complete responsibilty for this, to social
networks, it can happen as showed from the newspapers, that the uncontrolled
diffusion of personal details, by ourselves or by others, can help in intensifying
pre-existing uneases (especially in “difficult” age brackets).

The most dreadful threats are the invisibile ones
On the cybercrime front, a statistical survey made by a known IT company
prick up the specialized and not working environment ears. This survey placed
Italy at 9th place at global level for malware diffusion, and above all, at the 1 st
place in Europe (4th at worldwide level) for the number of infected and
controlled by hacker PCs (the so-called Botnet) 68. Even Rome, in the low
enviable chart regarding the bot diffusion, gained the second step of the
podium (with 60000 estimated PCs tampered at May 2012) behind Taipei69. In
order to tie the historical rivalry between Rome and Milan again came the
same IT company which situates Milan at the first place in Italy (7 th in Europe)
for IT crimes70.
With such an introduction, massive operations, as the already mentioned
Eurograbber, are not a surprise. A very large criminal operation demonstrated
how the love for mobile devices in Italy, and the increasing attitude to execute
online operations, are well known factors (and also remunerative) to cyber
criminals, and at the same time are devastating for the users.
The negative side of the question is the fact that that kind of attacks base its
effectiveness over the above mentioned users superficial behavior (clicking on
suspected links without any doubt).
If we want to see the bright side of this event, we can say that the event was
largely echoed by the national media. Since is pretty much impossible that
victims (or the involved institutes) “promote” similar events, and since the
growing media coverage dedicated to such events, which deeply touch the
sensitivity (and pockets) of citizens, we can hope for a starting point for an
awareness movement necessary to establish the first defense of our own
digital identities, constituted by sagacity and caution. Even more in the case of
the new generation threats, where traditional technologies cannot guarantee a
full defense, these factors are fundamentals. This is doubly true for the Italian
68
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people which, according to a Cambridge study, is not even aided by the
language: in fact Italian is the second most vulnerable language in the world
(Indonesian being the first) to attacks dictionary-based71 to identify passwords.
It’s no coincidence that, in order to fight this growing phenomenon, and
generally to all the crimes committed by the Web, Europe has established the
Euopean Cyber Crime Center (EC3)72, a control center composed of 43 security
experts, the job of which will be to guard the Net in order to protect the users
interests (private or public institutions) and vanquish the criminal associations
working over the Net.
Nationwide, though late (and some years later than the main European
countries) something has going to happen. On 23th of January, the Italian
Prime Minister Mario Monti signed the first decree for creating the “National
infrastructure for national cybersecurity and for Critical Infrastructures
protection” and for the related national CERT (Computer Emergency Response
Team).
This is really a worthy choice if we think at the huge amount of espionage
activities in Italy.
What insiders wish, is that this strategy is not going to be only paper but that
it can be applied in order to defend our “Cyberspace”, which is now all over
considered the fifth war domain (in addition with earth, sea, air and space) in a
developed world.

How much information security incidents do really cost?
In a nutshell, we don’t know, and we have to argue in relation with other
countries.
For example a research of October 2012 values that losses related to
cybercrime in the Netherlands adds up to 10 billions euros a year.
In Italy we don’t official statistics, both for “cultural difficulties” of victims to
acknowledge there has been an incident and because of the backwardness in
announcing it (also because it’s not compulsory; in Europe it’s going to be
enact a regulation on this matter73).
Regarding the costs caused by cybercrime we have partial data, coming from
private companies of the sector.
According to a survey released on September 201274, the newest data show
that from Italian citizens pockets have been stolen about 2,45 billions euro,
and 8,9 millions persons have been victims of cybercrimes. It’s important to
know that this number is about one third of active users in Italy in 201275.
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The situation is not very different at enterprise level. The Ponemon Institute
has led a survey in 2011 (published in 2012) aimed to show the medium cost
in our country regarding stolen personal data76 are concerned.
The result was eloquent: for each undermined personal record a company
spends in Italy about 78 euros for investigations, notifications, legal expenses,
and costs related to business interruption.
To reinforce the idea that security is not only a data protection from external
threats but also, and above all, from internal ones (which are mainly cultural
threats), the same survey has underlined that the first trigger for the loss of
personal information (39%) is not made up of criminal attacks, but of
negligence and human errors.
Even for industrial espionage we haven’t official data, but only “sensations”
gathered from the market and some case studies (covered by NDAs and not
published).
The main target are Italian high value added “PMI” (SMEs, small medium
enterprises), which, without being aware, are losing lots of intellectual property
rights, stolen by international cyber vampires .
In this way, our know how, our design, our trademarks are gained by
competitors, with an incalculable damage (which no ones estimates).
Many companies close down also because of this.
Talking about lacking of culture on information security, we must say that
young people, the so called “digital native people”, are not aware of ICT
security, even if they all have at least a smartphone always connected on
social networks and therefore subject to every kind of threast.
School should do much more.
Adults as well are not aware.For example when buying ICT products and
services, actually neither PA nor private companies take into account
Information security, neither regarding contracts nor for the content of what
they buy.
As a consequence they buy products and services that are insecure, or they
configure and implement them in an insecure way, with no warranty in case of
incidents.
Perhaps that’s why in two days of January 2013 about 70 Italian districts
sites77 have been defaced by script kids from every part of the world (Turkish,
Filipinos, Pakistans, Brasilians..).
Or, as it appears from a recent research78 that’s why about 44% of Italian PCs
are attacked by malware during web surfing, against 20%of Danish PCs.
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For the same operating
system and cyber threats,
which are indeed the same for
all, what is the reason of the
double risk rate of the Italian
PCs, compared with the North
Europeans? On one hand the
lack of security policies (or
their systematic
circumvention) and of
technological systems to force
them, and on the other the
users lack of culture.
So, while the information crimes grow exponentially our Police Force try to do
their best, sustaining a chronic shortage of men and means not tolerable
anymore in a technologically advanced Country.
As we wrote last year in the first Clusit Report on ICT Security in Italy, all this
has an important cost which is underrated. In the meantime, in spite of the
launch of Agenda Digitale Italiana, which includes some actions on Cyber
Security79 in the last 12 months actually nothing has changed, menaing that
we lost ground.
We must hope that the recent decree of our government80, the European
Digital Agenda, and in particular the last release81 of the European Cyber
Strategy including a recommendation about Network Information Security, can
drive Italy making us to face in a better way, with awareness, coordination and
effectiveness all the problems coming from growing information insecurity.
Otherwise we will give our country (its companies, Institutions and citizens) up
in the hands of cybercriminals, spies and hostile powers, leaving it becomes a
Digital Far west; then, coming out from this condition would be impossible and
it would have a strong impact on internal economy, on foreign investments and
on quality of life of our citizens.
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The Italian Postal and Communication Police and its role
against Cybercrime
In this undisclosed contribution the Italian Postal and Communication Police
describes the crimes it has to face and offers quantitative and qualitative data
yet to be released, on investigations and their outcomes in 2012.

Online pedopornography
The taskforce of the Italian Postal and Communication Police against the online
pedopornography and its related deviant behavior, becomes everyday more
complex both for the technological continuous evolution to hide and spread
over images of children sexual abuse, and for the new risk boundaries outlining
to the new generations increasingly projected over the social networks.
All the inquiries on pedopornography online are coordinated by the National
Contrast Center against online pedopornography (Centro Nazionale per il
Contrasto alla Pedopornografia On-line C.N.C.P.O.), with the operational
support of the Regional departments.
Until the end of November, the Specialty overall arrested 78 people and
informed on others 327 for crimes related to production and circulation of
pedopornographic material online.
It’s impressive the number (27) of identified children victims of sexual abuse,
extrinsic evidence of the strong effort of our Police, not just to repress, but still
headed for identify the true victims of this serious criminal phenomena
instigating a seedy worldwide market.
Identifying young victims, effectively permits to save them from despicable
oppression to direct them, at the same time, towards the most appropriate
assistance paths.
Among the most significant initiatives about prevention and investigation, is
under completion a research project in collaboration with the Information and
Application Department of the University of Salerno, directed to identify the
authors of pedopornographic images through the analisys of the digital tracks
derived from the video devices.
It is also impressive the number (37) of the identified victims of online
enticement, consistent with the brand new matter legislation.
Data highlight an objective, consistent increase of the activity, as clearly
appears comparing the arrests (49) and the identified victims (12) along the
whole 2011.
ACTIVITY

2011 2012
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*
ARRESTS

49

78

DENUNCIATIONS

777

327

IDENTIFICATION OF MINORS, VICTIMS OF ABUSE

12

27

IDENTIFICATION OF MINORS, VICTIM OF ENTICEMENT -

37

* updated to November 30th, 2012

Prevention activity
Monitoring more than 24610 suspected sites, permitted to identify 462 web
spaces with pedopornographic contents, hosted in foreign servers.
Those sites have been later inserted in the dedicated black-list to prevent the
access from Italy.
ACTIVITY

2011

2012*

MONITORED SITES

21.199 24.610

NEW BLACK-LISTED SITES

365

461

TOTAL BLACK-LISTED SITES

1.062

1.486

* updated to November 30th, 2012

Following is the summary of the most important operations, of the current year
•
The Turin Department, in conjunction with the C.N.C.P.O., coordinated
by the Public Prosecutor’s Office of that county town, conducted an
undercover operation leading up to the arrest of 8 people and to the
information on others 22 for detention and online circulation of
pedopornographic material.
Furthermore the investigative activity permitted to identify the real author of
abuse, including three victims and to verify that four arrested people were the
producers of the illicit pedopornographic material destined to the Net.
•
The Catania Department, coordinated by the Public Prosecutor’s
Office of that county town, conducted a three-phases operation, even with
undercover activities, leading up to the arrest of 8 people and to the
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information on others 112 for detention and online circulation of
pedopornographic material, as well as to identify a victim of sexual abuse. The
inquiries, starting from a warning received by internet users and by
associations for the childhood safeguard, and developed on information tracks,
permitted to locate subjects sharing pedopornographic files on the Net. The
same Department also identified 247 web spaces with pedopornographic
contents.
•
The Genoa Department, coordinated by the Public Prosecutor’s
Office of that county town, conducted an undercover activity, leading up to
the arrest of 5 people, while sharing pedopornographic material over the Net.
The same Department also identified 7 web spaces with pedopornographic
contents.
•
The Reggio Calabria Department, coordinated by the Public
Prosecutor’s Office of that county town, conducted an operation, even with
undercover activities, leading up to the arrest of 5 people and to the
information on others 73 for detention and online circulation of
pedopornographic material. The same Department also identified 2 web spaces
with pedopornographic contents.
•
The Florence Department, coordinated by the Public Prosecutor’s
Office of that county town, conducted an operation, even with undercover
activities, leading up to the arrest of 3 people and to the information on others
18 for detention and online circulation of pedopornographic material.
Policemen penetrated into virtual trade communities, acquired the inside
information, that way succeeding in identifying the perpetrators.
The same Department also identified 45 web spaces with pedopornographic
contents.
•
The Venice Department, coordinated by the Public Prosecutor’s
Office of that county town, based on a warning received by the U.S. Police,
informed on 9 people for detention of pedopornographic material.
Investigations permitted to discover the whole production chain of images
about sexual abuses on young people, by e-commerce sites, which remittance
were transferred to Russia.
The same Department also identified 13 web spaces with pedopornographic
contents
•
The Salerno Department, coordinated by the Public Prosecutor’s
Office of that county town, arrested 8 people and informed on others 2 for
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criminal conspiracy directed to the detention of pedopornographic material.
Investigations regarded cases of enormous file sharing through anonymous
networks.
•
The Cremona Department, coordinated by the Public Prosecutor’s
Office of that county town, drew on some warnings received by the German
Police in two distinct operations, arrested 2 people and informed on others 22
people for detention and online circulation of pedopornographic material.
The remaining web spaces with pedopornographic contents have been
discovered by the other Departments, as in the following list:
n° 46 from the Trento Department
n° 12 from the Trieste Department – Section of Udine
n° 9 from the Ancona Department
n° 9 from the Pescara Department
n° 7 from the Milan Department – Section of Bergamo
n° 6 from the Rome Department
n° 5 from the Cagliari Department – Section of Nuoro
n° 4 from the Perugia Department
n° 4 from the Naples Department
n° 4 from the Bari Department – Section of Foggia
n° 2 from the Palermo Department
n° 1 from the Milan Department

Critical information infrastructure safeguard
In the sector of the Critical Information Infrastructure of national interest
protection, in 2012 the CNAIPIC National Center against IT Crime and for the
Critical Facilities Protection (Centro Nazionale Anticrimine Informatico per la
Protezione delle Infrastrutture Critiche), in the context of prevention and
counter-action activities, overall supervised 286 events against critical
information infrastructures of national interest (private and institutional).
In particular, the CNAIPIC operations room, in addition to manage:
 136 DDoS attacks, that is defacement against internet services
connected to institutional sites and critical information infrastructures of
national interest;
 61 intrusions and illegal accesses to information systems connected to
critical infrastructures, that is institutional databases;
 51 system authentication credentials misappropriation, connected to
critical information infrastructures, achieved by viruses and botnets;
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also notified 38 alerts about vulnerabilities identified on information and
telematic systems.
Among the detective works conducted by the CNAIPIC we have to point out the
end, with a capture, of a complex criminal investigation coordinated by the
Prosecutor’s Office of Rome, connected to a series of illegal access to
information systems, and related theft with subsequent sell of the
authentication credentials to the database of the Income Revenue Authority.
During the year the activity of public – private partnership, provided for by
law, significantly increased. This activity resulted to four new agreements with
the following companies: Enel, H3G, Finmeccanica, Atac.

Home banking and e-payment serious information frauds
The constant and continuous evolution of assaults against the electronic
payment systems and home banking systems, forced the improvement of
adequate countermeasure strategies to prevent and repress.
Noteworthy, in this sense, a memorandum of understanding between the
Italian Postal and Communications Police and the main lending institutions, the
payment e-cards companies, the intermediaries and the telematic
infrastructure suppliers, to support the electronic financial transactions.
The project, supported by the European Commission, managed to instill the
most valuable synergy between the public and private sectors, is centred on
the launch of innovative data sharing procedures in order to reach an early
diagnosis of suspect situations.
Regarding that, they are already testing, and it will be fully operational in the
first half of 2013, an information analisys platform developed in the OF2CEN
European project context – On line Fraud Cyber Center and Expert Network, to
connect all the institutes which agreed upon that, with the Italian Postal and
Communication Police service and its peripheral offices.

Investigative activity main results
This year the Specialty arrested on the whole 150 people and informed on
others 4.876, for crimes against e-banking and home banking
services/systems
ACTIVITIES

2011

2012

ARRESTS

96

150

DENUNCIATIONS

5.264

4.876
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In the month of May, the Department of Perugia, in conjunction with the
Public Prosecutor’s Office of that county town, arrested 11 Nigerian citizens,
members of a criminal supranational organization, dedicated to the massive
theft and subsequent use of credit card codes.
In the month of June, the Department of Milano, in conjunction with the
Public Prosecutor’s Office of that county town, arrested in Italy and abroad
45 people, members of an Italian-Rumanian criminal organization, dedicate to
information serial frauds against home-banking systems.
In the month of July, the same Department, again in conjunction with the
Public Prosecutor’s Office of that county town, arrested in Italy and abroad,
21 people members of a Rumanian criminal organization accountable of theft
and subsequent use of debit card (Bancomat) codes.
In the month of September, the Department of Bologna, in conjunction with
the Public Prosecutor’s Office of that county town, arrested 4 people and
informed on others 50, members of an Italian-Rumanian criminal organization
dedicated to illicit activities against home banking systems.
In the month of December the Italian Postal and Communication Police, in
conjunction with the Department of Pescara and with the Public
Prosecutor’s Office of Teramo, in the context of a large-scale effort
coordinated by the Public Prosecutor’s Office of L’Aquila, arrested 50
people members of a criminal supranational organization, dedicated to the
cloning and illegal use of payment e-cards.

Making use of Internet for discriminatory and subversive purpose
In the month of November, the Italian Postal and Communication Police in
conjunction with the Roman DIGOS headquarter, and aided by the Specialty
Departments, and by some Italian Police headquarters, coordinated by the
Public Prosecutor’s Office of Rome, arrested 4 people and informed on others
17, arranging an articulated criminal organization dedicated to the on-line
propagation of contents about racial discrimination and instigation, still through
the Net, to commit actions of racial discrimination.
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Satellite piracy
CARD-SHARING
Talking about the crimes performed in the field of the widepread satellite
piracy situation, aspiring to break the encryption systems of the so-called
conditional access television broadcasting, the Italian Postal and
Communication Police, personally or by Departments, carried out elaborated
investigative activity on the so-called card sharing occurrence (illicit
information sharing of a single subscription among more users).
Of great significance, in this direction, the activity of the Catania Department
which in coordination with the Public Prosecutor’s Office of that county
town, reported 177 people by information fraud and violation of the norm in
defense of the copyright.

Online Frauds
The new frontiers of technological innovation have, as is well known, on one
hand allowed the multiplication of opportunities to enjoy a variety of services
across the network, and on the other the spread of other crimes to the
detriment of users.
Here are the figures for the most important operations carried out in the
current year:
The Compartment of Reggio Calabria, with the coordination of the District
Attorney Office of that county town, arrested 13 people and has reported 43
for criminal association aimed at the realization of fraud against finance
companies and credit institutions.
The Compartment of Pescara, with the coordination of the District
Attorney Office of that county town, arrested 9 persons members of a
criminal organization that, by carrying out fraudulent brokerage activities in
the procedures for registration to the soccer championships, produced and
procured, by using computers and IT media, false bank guaranties apparently
granted by well-known financial institutions.

Abuses in Social Networks
ABUSES PERPETRATED ON THE FACEBOOK SOCIAL NETWORK
During this year, significant were the activities of removal of "fake profiles" or
"groups" and "posts" with intimidating or defamatory content and for the
identification of the persons responsible.
• Facebook accounts phishing
The Postal and Communication Police Service, by structured investigations, has
reported to the Public Prosecutor of Rome two Romanian citizens who, after
having cloned the website of the well-known social network, had stolen the
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credentials of over thirty users accessing unduly to their Facebook profiles and
stealing credits earned through online gambling games.
• Extortions based on sexual background
The Compartment of Genoa has carried out articulated investigations on this
phenomenon, arresting in flagrante delicto a Tunisian citizen.
The victims were contacted by attractive women on chat channels, then invited
to entertain erotic communication via webcam and then blackmailed with
requests for money in exchange for the removal of illegally recorded video.

Educational campaigns by the Postal and Communication Police.
The educational projects initiated by the Postal and Communications Police
during 2012 involved students, parents and teachers through initiatives and
events across the whole country as follows:
Project "Good to Know", which involved more than 450,000 students through
monthly meetings in the institutes of 100 provincial capitals about online
safety.
Project "Web in Chair", aimed to train teachers about the risks and dangers
of the network.
"Internet Safer Day", the world day on computer security that has seen the
involvement in one day of more than 50 thousand students, teachers and
parents throughout the country.
Project "Do not lose your bearings", a result of the collaboration between
the Postal and Communication Police, Google and YouTube. Originally intended
for students of middle schools and high schools, then extended to an
increasingly large number of users, including parents and teachers, proved to
be a key tool in developing a safe and responsible use of IT tools.
Project "In the street as in the Net", intended for young people between 10
and 14 years old of the middle schools of the Province of Rome, and for their
parents and teachers, with the goal of highlighting the risks to which young
people are exposed on both the "real" roads as in the Net.
"Online Games - risks and dangers", an initiative intended for young
people between 15 and 18 years old, for their parents and for teachers of
secondary schools throughout the country, with the goal of raising awareness
about the risks and dangers associated with online gaming.
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Investments: the market grew in 2012
and will continue to grow in 2013
Despite the economic crisis that is affecting all sectors of the economy, the ICT
security market maintains a stable positive trend in countertrend to the others.
It is an encouraging sign either for the companies operating in the sector, both
for the world of customer companies, and for the country in general that sees
a growth and spread of the awareness about the criticality of the protection of
data and the importance of qualified investments to protect the systems that
host them. The new edition of our Report compares in this chapter the actual
data that emerge from interviews with more than 200 companies, equally
divided between demand and offering, with the forecasts that these same
companies have formulated for year 2013. The result is a dynamic, positive
picture, with many confirmations and some small news.

The market continues to invest
In 2012, the companies that have increased their investments in technology
were the 42% of the sample, followed by a percentage of 39% that has
instead maintained constant their investments. But in the same year, the crisis
has hit hard in the market, because the 19% of respondents reported a
contraction of its investments. The final balance is positive, however, with a
growth in the final balance of 23%, a "dream" percentage if compared to other
sectors.
The same positive outlook for 2013 also remains in the intentions of the
respondents. While increases the number of those who report stability in their
investments (60%) and decreases the percentage of those who increase theirs
(32%), the proportion who expects a contraction collapses: they are only an
8%. Also in this case the growth of the market, net between contraction and
increase, is definitely positive: +24%.

Reduction

Constant

Increase

Reduction

Constant

Increase

Figure 1. Investments in ICT security in year 2012 and forecast for year 2013

The awareness is growing in midsized companies
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To pull the sprint in investments are, as you'd expect, especially large
companies for which it is no longer possible to do business without a serious
policy of security investments. As much as 70% of large companies in 2012
has invested in ICT security. Weaker is this awareness in the world of medium
and small businesses, but year 2013 should present a picture of interesting
evolution.

Big companies Medium companies Small companies

Big companies Medium companies Small companies

(over 250 people) (51 to 250 people) (under 50 people)

(over 250 people) (51 to 250 people) (under 50 people)

Figure 2. Willingness to invest related to the company size
It should grow indeed, and this should be a consolation and a stimulus to the
creation of new systems offered by vendors, the willingness to invest in
companies that we identified as medium-sized, those between 51 and 250
employees, that are the backbone of our national economy. In year 2012 only
a 23%, less than a quarter, proved to be inclined to invest. In 2013, this
percentage is expected to grow to almost one third (31%) of the total. It is the
most obvious sign that, despite the caution that the moment requires, there
are companies aware of the IT risks who are willing to pursue the path of
innovation in order to grow and defend themselves. The question is now
whether the system of supply of our market is, at this point, properly
calibrated on this emerging demand: are distribution systems, pricing systems,
after-sales service systems able to manage a large fleet of potential customers
that are smaller, less structured in terms of skills, less concentrated in few,
traditional geographical areas?

Services and utilities as protagonists
Our survey has also correlated the inclination to invest with the business
sector, revealing that the future will not show substantial changes compared to
2012. In 2012, the sector that has shown more interest in the said
investments was that of "finance" and it should not cause surprise. The
opening of banks and insurance companies to report directly on the web with
the customer or even on social networks, requires ICT security policies with a
much higher profile than it is necessary when the control perimeter is limited
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to their own small proprietary network.
To follow, but with a very small detachment, the world of utilities and services.

Finance

Oil/Energy/Other services

Oil/Energy/Other services

Finance

Telecommunications

Telecommunications

IT services

IT services

Local government

Central government

Central government

Manufacturing

Manufacturing

Health

Health

Local government

Commerce

Commerce

Defense

Defense

Transports

Transports

Figure 3. Willingness to invest by sector of activity
In 2013, the positions have exchanged and in the first place there is now the
world of services and utilities, that represents as much as 20% of the
companies interested in investments. Gas, Energy and Other services excel at
the top of the ranking closely followed by Finance and Telecommunications.
Also in the "Services" segment the revolution that we talked about for the
finance compartment is taking place in the relationship between suppliers and
customers, and even in this case, the perimeter of "defense" and protection
widens and therefore new security policies must be redesigned, at all levels.
The rest of the ranking is essentially stable, with slight variations between
what happened in 2012 and what is expected for 2013. Among the big
spenders we see excelling telecommunication and information services
companies, while Central and Local PA and Manufacturing remain in mid-table.
Taillights in this ranking are the world of transport, defense and trade.

The advance of mobile devices
In which areas the companies that we involved in our survey are planning to
invest? Also in this case a small revolution in the ranking of the choices of our
interlocutors is surprising us. In the first place surprisingly jumps the world of
"mobile business", bypassing all of a sudden the traditional areas of
investment. 18% of our interlocutors provides for investments directed to the
security of mobile devices. This is a signal not as much of a fashion, but of how
much a deep change in operation, organizational and relational structure of
companies.
A change that, also in this case, solicit the world of vendors for a rapid
adaptation in the service structure. That's because one thing is to plan the
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security of users that are in controlled areas, and that respond to well-defined
business policies, and another is instead to design adaptations on devices that
are by definition "out" of the company, in the hands of people unskilled in
technology, and that have usability features that often create dangerous
commingling between professional and private functions.
Investments in compliance, disaster recovery and business continuity that
traditionally are the privileged area for investments in security, now pass in the
second and third place in the list of priorities, with a small reduction in relative
weight: 35% of overall weight in 2012 falling to a 31%. But another interesting
signal about the two highlighted changes is represented by the significant
increase in investment in education: almost a doubling of the percentage. They
amounted to a modest 6% in 2012, and they will reach a significant 11% in
2013, reflecting a greater awareness about the subject and about the need for
involvement of end users in all policies of ICT security.

Mobile devices
(smartphones/tablet,..)

Mobile devices
(smartphones/tablet,..)

Training / Awareness

Training / Awareness

Standards, Methodologies

Standards, Methodologies

Figure 4. Market development / investment domains

Different visions for the cloud
Between supplier and customer there are substantial identities of views in the
different aspects that we have so far examined, and while in the last edition of
the Report it was possible to highlight important differences in their visions, for
2013 the positions on the various topics are substantially aligned. With the
exception of a significant case, precisely in the context of expected investment
in a particular emerging industry: cloud computing and more generally the
attitude towards virtualization. For vendors, opening up to a new, different
organizational and technological paradigm is in the first place among the
priorities of the current year. On the contrary, for business users the cloud is
at the last places among the priorities, so that the average of the interests
totals 10% of the attention, placing this area in mid-table. Even less relevant
are the most innovative services, and this, in our opinion, is a signal of
backwardness design: managed services, network security, identity
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management which ranks even in the last place in the special list with a very
modest 1% of the investment intentions.

An increased perception on security
The theme of the ICT Security remains, as perceived by our respondents, a
"hot" topic, still at the first place among those that involve business. In fact,
for the 52% of our prospects, last year the awareness on the issue has even
increased, while a substantial 45% say they maintained the same, constant
attention. Stimulating, on the level of curiosity, that a small group of
respondents is claiming to live a diminished perception: fortunately, they are
only a 3%.

Decreased

Constant

Increased

Figure 5. Company awareness on the topic of information security
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Labor market: stability
In the market of skilled labor we see reflected that growth trend we had
already identified about investments, although year 2013 should, however,
present a slowdown in employment growth.
In 2012, the companies that continued to hire specialists have been more than
a quarter of the sample, with a percentage of 27%, compared to the
companies that, instead, have decreased employment: 12%. The 61% of our
sample has maintained a stable employment.

Increased

Constant

Reduced

Increased

Constant

Reduced

Figure 6. Performance of the labor market - number of people who deal with computer security
company
In 2013, the number of companies that will remain stable will increase
considerably, estimated to be 73%, impacting on both the percentage of
companies that foresee a reduction (9%) and on those that predict an increase
(18%). The balance of employment, that in 2012 was positive (15%), in 2013
should continue to remain positive, but decreasing to a 9%.

Consultancy / Analysis (Security
Analyst, Security Auditor, IT
Security Analyst,...)
Management support (Project/
Program Mgmt, Organiz. Security,
Advisor, Security Officer,…)
Technicals (Security Architect,
Security Developer, Security
Admin, Security DBA,…)

Figure 7. Professional profiles required
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Among the professional profiles required, we see as prevailing those with a
high technical profile: Security Architects, Security Developers, Security
Admins, Security DBAs, for example, that represent as much as the 47% of
the new professionals required. On balance however the other two families of
professional profiles engaged in the field: those related to consulting (27%)
and those supporting the management (26%).

Outsourcing: a little interest in it
In support to employment forecasts, in the Report we investigate also the
propensity to outsource the management of security.

In consideration

YES

Figure 8. We asked the companies if they use outsourcing services for the management of safety
This practice is still very uncommon, so that only 30% of interviewed responds
positively, while almost twice that percentage, the 58%, categorically excludes
such a project. The percentage of companies that are beginning to consider
this path is instead reduced to a 12%.

Irrelevant the regulatory actions on privacy
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In the last years the Legislator has produced many simplifications to the regulations of
the norm about safeguard of personal data.
We asked to companies which impact these changes have had.

Advantage
(economic,
organizational, …)

No change

Disadvantage
(smaller sensitivity to
security problems or
other)

Figure 9. Impact on companies of the simplifications about privacy
As many as 75% of respondents believe that the simplifications and the
reductions of the burdens related to compliance have not led to significant
benefits for companies. Not even a quarter of respondents felt that there was
an economic or organizational benefit.

Under attack, but the budget does not change
The strategies for defense, security and completeness need obviously to face
with the threats that originate from within or from outside the company. In
particular, we see often rising in the limelight all news related to more or less
criminal attacks against information properties of the companies.

YES

Figure 10. As a result of the suffered attacks, has the company's attention to ICT security
changed?
In this regard, the inconsistent fact is that, when compared to the significant
spread of the attacks, there is no growth of the budgets devoted to defense.
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Only 25% of the sample declared that the attacks have affected the levels of
planned investments, while 75% did not change the planned budget. The
improvement actions have focused on technological initiatives (50%),
organizational or process ones (33%), or mixed (8%). Only an 8% did not
change their policies after the attacks.

Yes,
organizational
and/or processes

Yes,
technological

Yes,
technological,
organizational
and/or processes

Figure 11. As a consequence of the suffered attacks, have you taken any countermeasure?

The sample
The survey sample consisted of 207 companies, 99 of which were customer
companies.

< 20 people
21-100 people
> 100 people

Figure 12. Vendors sample by number of
employees

Figure 13. Vendors sample by sales volume
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Consultancy

Training

Development
software/
hardware

Sell or resell
of products

Others

Figure 14. Vendors sample by type of offer

< 2.000.000
2.000.001 –
20.000.000
> 20.000.000

< 15 people
16 – 100 people
101 – 500 people
> 500 people

Figure 15. Customers sample by number of
employees

Commerce

Figure 16. Customers sample by sales volume

Oil/Energy/ Manufacturing Central
Other services
government

Local
government

IT services Telecommun
ications

Transports

Figure 17. Customers sample by business sector
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CLUSIT REPORT 2013 – FOCUS ON
This section of the 2013 Report is devoted to the most important areas for ICT
security in Italy.
We have asked to some of the main Italian experts of the individual area to
delve into the following topics:
● Mobile Security
● Social Media Security
● Cloud Security
● Healthcare IT Security
● E-Commerce
● Internet Protocol version 6 - IPv6
● Data Storage and Business Continuity
The first three domains have been covered by the CLUSIT Report 2012 as well,
but as they are evolving topical subjects, we have updated the related content
in the 2013 edition.
Healthcare is one of the key topics of both the Digital Agenda for Europe and
the Digital Agenda for Italy. In the healthcare industry – and especially at
hospitals – the information security is a requirement.
E-Commerce is another pillar of the Digital Agendas and it can make a
significant contribution to the GDP growth. Security and reliability of
transactions play a crucial role for its growth.
Finally, the CLUSIT REPORT 2013 covers:
● Impact of the transition to IPv6
● Thoughts on data storage and business continuity best practices.
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Mobile Security
by Antonio Ieranò
Now, where were we?
In the Clusit Report 2012 we introduced the year 2011 as a year of
transaction, where were arising the mobile computing and its related security
issues.
Forecasts made at that time, which became a reality, predicted, seeing the
trends, an aggravation of the situation.
Unfortunately the chronic lack of official statistics regarding the information
security in our country, obliged us to derive the effective security status by an
“indirect” analysis.
Compared to the last year, in 2012 awareness regarding Mobile Security
concerns and solutions and products offerings have grown. At last the first
statistics about the effectivenes of mobile security products are emerging (see
the AVTest table later), nevertheless a substantial production of Italian
statistics about security incidents is still missing yet, and particularly the
mobile world is still a virgin land.
This year, to take stock of the Mobile Security status in the last 12 months, I
will try to represent a model of analysis of the risks exposure status based on
the use and distribution of these mobile devices in order to use it as a baseline
to accurately plan security investments and resources.

2012 in numbers
The recession left a mark over the last year, affecting considerably on the
security business investments and the mobile security itself did not show a
different behavior.
ICT Italian market trend – Q3 results
Q3 2011
End user
Change over
expenditure last year

Hardware
Software
Development services
Management services
IT Total
TLC
TLC mobile
TLC Total

Million of
%
Euros
1.493,6
840,0
977,5
1.249,8
4.560,9

-8,6%
0,5%
-1,4%
-3,7%
-4,1%

3.918,7
5.411,1
9.329,8

-4,6%
-1,6%
-2,9%

Q3 2012
End user
Change
expenditure over last
year
Million of
%
Euros
1.429,0
-4,3%
844,1
0,5%
952,3
-2,6%
1.209,8
-2,8%
4.435,2
-2,8%
3.756,5
5.318,3
9.074,8

-4,1%
-1,7%
-2,7%
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ICT Total

13.890,7

-3,3%

13.510,0

-2,7%

Source: SIRMI SPA – October 2012

Forecast made in 2011 on increasing use and risks were basically met, and at
worldwide level the presence of mobile devices is ever-increasing, for example,
looking at the use of web browser statistic, we can deduce how the mobile
versions are gaining upon the desktop versions.

Net Applications' statistics show the increasing use of tablets and phones for Web browsing.
(Credit: Net Applications)
From <http://news.cnet.com/8301-30685_3-57369393-264/ie-fends-off-rivals-but-absent-from-mobile-battlefield/>

Then, if we look out at the mobile web browsers, we can see how the market is
clearly oriented.

Net Applications' statistics for browser usage on mobile devices.
(Credit: Net Applications)
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From <http://news.cnet.com/8301-30685_3-57369393-264/ie-fends-off-rivals-but-absent-from-mobile-battlefield/>

Considering the success and penetration rate of new tablets, which also are
introducing new browsers (i.e. Chrome for Android or Explorer 10 for Windows
8 platform), those statistics above will be intended to move more and more
towards the mobile side.
Against some immobility in terms of protective measure investments, there
was a growth rate speaking of use, penetration and risks increase, linked to
the usage of mobile devices able to browse the Net, just see, for example,
statistics regarding the malware growth (source AV test).

and new malwares:
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You can see how 2012 represented a tremendous soaring both in volume
terms and in innovation terms, and how 2013 is following in 2012’s footsteps.

What about Italy?
About the Italian detail, we note a full growth in smartphones usage:

The 55% of smart device users bought its first phone/tablet during the 2012, a
tremendous growth rate, considering the recession period.
From the vendor side, they raised the offering, focusing the attention on three
areas primarily:
 Mobile Security, as new antivirus/antimalware software for devices, on
which the offering is constantly growing, just see AVtest statisc to get an
idea.
 Mobile devices management, with different BYOD solutions dealing with
the issue under different aspects: from the Cisco ISE network-centric
approach, to the MobileIron management mobile multiplatform.
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 Focus on DLP and content analysis regarding what has seen/transmitted
with these devices, for example the Websense® TRITON™ Mobile
Security solution

Smart devices distribution in Italy
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Then, let’s see how the ensemble of mobile users has evolved in Italy, by
means of some statistics on the usage, through which we can make important
refelections about mobile security:
From the statistic (source: http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/mobileplanet) we
can find that the smartphone and tablet penetration is by now around 28% of
the whole population, with a considerable differentiation between men and
women.

Analyzing this distribution by age group, we can highlight how this is a
significant presence in the working groups and how the distribution is rather
important even in those age groups (over 50) where senior Managers are
present at the most.
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This information agrees with the last year analysis (see Security Clusit Report
2012), where the usage of “smart devices” by executive managers necessarily
introduced the theme of the business mobile security issue.
By now these devices are present in a pervasive way in all working groups,
involving a greater impact with regards to business security concerns.

Mobile malware in 2012
Speaking of usage, it’s interesting to notice a direct connection between
viruses and malware distribution statistics on the different mobile platforms
and the population device distribution:
According to the analysis (source Kaspersky) the winner of the nothing much
coveted award of the most hit platform was Android:
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Where trojan horses attacks prevailed on the others:

The result should not be a surprise given the great success of the Google
platform which has widely exceeded Apple in terms of level of diffusion. From a
technical point of view, this considerable greater attack on Android is due to its
diffusion, rather than to platform innate “vulnerabilities”.
Anyway Android was not the only target, attacks like Zeus in the Mobile or
SpyEye in the mobile (ZitMo and SpitMo) came up on other platforms too.
The image below shows two typical examples of application interfaces infected
by ZitMo and SpitMo
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Even the Apple mobile platform went through a growth of attacks. To have an
idea just see, for example, the number of new signatures that Kaspersky
dedicated to the Apple platform.

Similarly we cannot forget the attacks developed for Java, which crosses
almost all the mobile and not platforms, which totalized a good 50% of the
whole registered attacks:
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let’s correlate these data to the Italian OS distribution, as you can see in the
next figure (source: http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/mobileplanet):
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It get across how Android, even in Italy, is an important presence (slightly
larger than 25% on the average), greater than Apple speaking of numbers, but
at the same time how the presence of other more “traditional” systems is still
important. This distribution provokes some problem in terms of business
device security management (BYOD) since, when there are mobile device
management systems, companies still remains grounded to their own
mechanisms (think of, for example, to the RIM solution).
Shift towards “multivendor” solutions is still at a slow pace, even if the market
is starting to offer a wide range of products.
Oddly, while Android is spreading out, some vendors take on the Apple world
before. Furthermore the Apple platform was the first to approach the business
market with “smart” devices and from this point of view still remains the
uncertainty about the Windows8 devices success, gathering up in a single
development environment telephony, tablet and PC.

Smart devices usage
From the analysis clearly results that the focal points for malware attacks or
hacking are the kind of use of the mobile devices and the kind of downloaded
apps. Let’s see the picture of the Italian situation in 2012:
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With no considerable difference between group ages, it’s clear that the number
of applications downloaded is rather high. Then, you have to consider that
most part of them (especially on the “Android” platform) are free, which
exposes to greater security risks. The bought/downloaded applications ratio is
around 1 to 3 in Italy.
Even the social engineering use by means of the social networks or the
deployment of “infected” applications results particularly lucrative for the smart
devices, for two reasons at least: the inadequate grade of diffusion of defense
instruments on board on the devices and the greater user’s inattention with
regards to these instruments.

The social media daily usage is rather uniform in all the group ages, exceeding
the 25%. Small size screens, promiscuous use (personal and working), and the
different activities and places where you can use these devices, considerably
increases the attack surface in terms of security.
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We can notice how the Italian access manifests a very high percentage
(>60%) of users that utilize their smartphones both at home and at work, and
if we cross-check these data with the social networks information exchange
statistics, then clearly results the serious exposition in Italy to social
engineering risks and loss of data.
Another evident element regarding the device’s exposure risk is their use to
access the e-mail. The 60% of the users access to its own email account daily
from tablets and smartphones, this way utilizing an environment virtually not
protected.
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Get access to the email via mobile devices involves objective greater
difficulties to identify, for example, phishing or target attacks. Just to give an
example: how many people read email headers on their mobile phone?

Italian attack surface extension
From the data presented, it’s clear that the attack surface, in other words the
set of the situations that can generate security risks, drastically broadened in
the Italian market, without a corresponding consciousness raising from the IT
managers, partially because of tactical and strategic lack of vision, and
partially because the severe investments reduction due to the present
economic trends.
The reasons of this expansion stay in the tremendous increase of smart
devices usage, in their promiscuous and ubiquitous usage, and in a kind of
indifference by the side of the users.
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Final thoughts
Finally we can say that even 2012 was, from the Mobile Security point of view,
an Annus Horribilis; against an increasing exposition there was not a coherent
coverage by the side of the business. Unfortunately even for 2013 bases are
not yet positive and it’s easy to expect a further enlargement between what
should be implemented to reduce the risks exposure surface and the security
investments.

Social Media Security
by Andrea Zapparoli Manzoni
Social media are increasingly relevant in IT Security.
We covered this topic in the Report 2012, where we focused on four areas that
are still of primary interest:
1. Social Networks are based on the reciprocal – yet, mostly groundless trust of their members;
2. Authentication methods are poor and the members identity is – and
cannot be – verified.
3. Attacks are mostly semantic, based on social engineering techniques and
fraudulent communication, and they cannot be easily identified by the
traditional response techniques.
4. Traditional response techniques are ineffective - or substantially
ineffective because of the increasing adoption of personal smartphones,
the IT consumerization trend, which includes BYOD – thus, the hybrid
usage of devices and finally the share - 50% - of the access to social
media via mobile networks
Therefore, any organization that uses social media both internally and
externally, is immediately and ineluctably exposed to risks that may impact its
reputation and its responsibility to stakeholders - users, clients and partners.
Furthermore, it is exposed to Open Source Intelligence activities performed by
competitors and fraudsters (eg. Spammers and cybercriminals), to loss of data
defined as ‘sensitive’ by data protection regulations or business policies, to
theft of user credentials - IE, email or internet banking credentials82 and finally
to hijacking of social media accounts or IT systems83.
Nowadays, Social Media is where the risks of fraudolent activities are higher,
the risks for fraudsters are lower and human errors can propagate faster.
8282
83

http://www.infosecisland.com/blogview/8592-Social-Media-is-a-Criminals-Playground.html
http://news.cnet.com/8301-27080_3-20104165-245/nbc-news-twitter-account-hacked/
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Over the 2012, this ranges of factors has determined a significant increase of
incidents generated by the use of social networks - or the lack of it, which
generates identity theft. Risks have not been appropriately mitigated whereas,
based on our sample of incidents, threats have increased 900% in one single
year.
Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the business projects focusing on social
media, even in large enterprises, are still lead and managed by business
functions and Marketing, whilst the involvement of IT is residual and Security
is not being leveraged to carry out systemic preventive activities, which are
obviously much more effective than any post-incident response. Furthermore,
Italy suffers from a systemic lack of skills in Crisis Management, as widely
known.

2012: the year of the social networks global achievment
In 2012, the social networks have proven to be the primary platforms for the
dissemination and exchange of information over Internet, for billions of people
and millions of businesses, institutions and organizations across the globe.
The ‘Follow us on Facebook’ message has been part of any advertising, while
Twitter has been widely used to measure sentiment and trends in any context,
disregarding the correctness of this approach. Social Networks have been
playing a significant role in the current election campaign, with all the
implications it may have84.. Not only have they turned into key, global sources,
but their number and their user base have been increasing too.
Among the social networking platforms, Facebook hit 1 billion accounts - 800
million accounts, by excluding fake accounts and bots 85. Google+ has been
growing too and Linkedin and Twitter have reached the 200 million users. 22
millions of social networks users are based in Italy and they represent 80% of
the Internet user popultation in our Country.
Several other Social Networking types are now popular: Pinterest, Tumblr,
Badoo (ranked #2 in Italy by usage 86) and Last.fm. In an evolving context,
every network has been focusing on its own ecological corner where users now
spend a third of the time spent internetting.
The massive social network success has not been matched by users
awareness, nor by the deployment of more advanced controls by social
networks themselves: eg. stronger authentication methods or network
monitoring to timely address threats87.
Over the year, the networks have been targeted by relevant attacks which lead
to the theft of millions of user credentials.
84

http://social.cybion.it/elezioni-2013-monitorare-i-social-media/
http://sm-and-s.org/?p=167
86
http://vincos.it/world-map-of-social-networks/
87
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jodywestby/2012/03/14/social-media-companies-contribute-to-cybercrime/
85
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The combination of those two macro trends has paved the way for an appalling
increase in the number of incidents.

The Unbearable Lightness of the Social Networks
Despite the Social Networks’ steady growth, they have been used unawares by
all types of users, eg. execs, politicians, agencies, media, end-users,
businesses and institutions, regardless.
Apparently, users are not concerned by risks such as identity thefts, frauds,
data loss, cyberattacks, cyberbullying and spying, even though 40% of the
adult population using Internet have been targeted by cyberthreats 88 and 50%
of those cyberthreats have been carried out via social networks.
Specifically, it’s questionable the behaviour of parents allowing children
younger than 14 to spend hours, daily, on Social Networks89, unaware of the
exposure to all types of threats.
Similarly, we are concerned by the SMEs and the Public Sector using Social
Network with little or no planning, posing a risk to the integrity of their sistems
or taking the risk of sensitive data theft. They simply step in a sort of digital
‘jungle’ with no protection systems at all.
Finally, the lack of both guidelines and ad hoc regulations leaves room for
subjectivity and it doesn’t support the effort by Social Business Security
professionals. Indeed, since there are no burdens imposed on organizations,
many of them underestimate the risks and are prone to postpone
interventions. This dramatically increases their risk exposure.
Unfortunately, you only need to receive an email like that and click on the
content, to get infected by malware like Citadel90, Zeroaccess91, o Black Hole92 to
fall victims of any type of attack.
In a similar way, even a link posted on Facebook or Twitter by a ‘friend’ can
lead to the same situation.

88

http://www.symantec.com/it/it/about/news/release/article.jsp?prid=20121004_01
www.datamanager.it/news/indagine-eu-kids-online-cosa-fanno-i-nostri-bambini-online-44020.html
90
http://www.darkreading.com/threat-intelligence/167901121/security/attacks-breaches/240009308/citadel-trojangets-more-customer-friendly.html
91
http://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/zeroaccess2/
92
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackhole_exploit_kit
89
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Statistics reporting that traditional spam has decreased93 by 50% should not
lead to consider that it is over. Indeed, it is only spreading more via the Social
Networks, through billions of the above-mentioned messages, with their huge
number of variations94 attacking millions of people every day95.

Future scenarios and possibile countermeasures
According to the data reported by the “Social Media Effectiveness Use
Assessment” paper edited by SNID - ‘Politecnico’ in Milan96, in Italy the
diffusion of social network at workplaces has reached the 50% threshold - 70%
in some areas, i.e. Lombardy - and it is expected to increase even more in
2013.
The forecasts reporting an Internet traffic reaching the 134 exabytes by the
end of 201797 (134 times as high as the total IP traffic in 2000), fundamentally
via mobile devices with high-speed connection to Internet and especially Social
Networks and Cloud platforms, are concerning and fascinating at the same
time.
Two billion people will be connected to Social Network through apps running on
smartphones and tablets. They will exchange trillion images, messages and
video for any purpose. Assuming the trend will not be somehow altered, this
growth will lead to an increase of the amount of incidents.

93

http://www.datamanager.it/news/spam-diminuzione-siamo-tornati-5-anni-fa-43649.html
http://www.scmagazine.com/spam-floods-twitter-after-pope-resigns/article/280118/
95
http://www.securelist.com/en/blog/208193325/Facebook_Security_Phishing_Attack_In_The_Wild
96
http://www.slideshare.net/AndreaAlbanese/risultati-ricerca-ssocial-media-effectiveness-use-assessment-snid20112012
97
http://www.repubblica.it/tecnologia/2013/02/17/news/2017_pi_connessioni_che_persone-52858092/?rss
94
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Malware has been evolving to attack mobile devices98. Recently, a botnet in
China has run on a million smartphones99 and this is just an example of what it
may happen over the next years.
Therefore, to optimize the Social Media ROI and avoid losses or reputation
issues - being the latter relevant and hard to fix - or to manage them, once
they arise, it is absolutely critical to adopt a combination of processes and
tools to analyze the conversation in real time and enforce policies, carry out
monitoring against attacks based on malware, train staff, continuously and
prevent threats and manage incidents.
In this context, bearing in mind the inherent viral and high-speed interactions
via Social Media, the response time is crucial because it requires ad hoc skills
that can only be developed over time.
Social Business Security processes shall be implemented as soon as possible,
in a Risk Management and Prevention framework, in order to safeguard IT
assets - infrastructure, data - as well as the relevant intangible assets: brand,
reputation and IP. Furthermore, Legal GRC must be factored in when using
Social Media.
Some actions have been launched to raise awareness among the end-users,
like the one carried out by the Data Protection Authority100 in Italy, but we
recommend to increase the effort at schools to raise awareness in the young
population, which represents the biggest share of social media users.
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http://thehackernews.com/2012/01/another-malware-from-android-market.html
http://ntdtv.org/en/news/china/2013-01-16/over-a-million-chinese-smartphones-infected-with-trojan-horsemalware.html
100
http://www.garanteprivacy.it/connettilatesta
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Cloud Computing
by Matteo Cavallini
During 2012 cloud computing entered a maturity phase in many markets all
around the world, consolidating its relationship with other Information
Technology tendencies, first of all mobile.
From a market point of view, the security solutions provided through cloud
services (Security as a Service - SecaaS) also gained great importance as the
number of products and types of services offered have multiplied.
As a matter of fact, in addition to well-established products for email security,
web security and anti-viruses, significant offerings in the field of Identity and
Access Management, SIEM and Data Loss Prevention have been developed.
This is also due to the steady data increase produced by these security
systems in terms of logs and events so that, consequently, the ability to
govern the Big Data phenomenon is now perceived as a clear indicator of
security capability. These reasons justify the creation as well as the
prospective development and expansion of this specific market sector.

A look at the incidents of 2012
In terms of data breach, cloud services have not attracted more attention than
other services provided or managed in the traditional way. The incidents
occurred on major public cloud remain within the average rate and did not
constitute a particular source of concern among providers and consumers.

One of the hot topics regarding incidents in the cloud world is related to the
issue of availability of services. The reasons are that, in case of malfunction,
consumers are totally powerless and, moreover, the resiliency of the cloud
infrastructure is promptly contradicted whenever a new incident occurs.
In this respect, the most resounding incidents are the ones that affected
Amazon, probably because it is one of the most important players in the world
of Cloud IaaS provider and its customer base includes the main enterprises in
the IT world. During 2012, the services provided by Amazon have suffered
some brief interruptions, especially in Americans datacenter.
These service interruptions, however, have influenced very important
companies like Netflix, Instagram and Pinterest, thereby gaining media
attention and raising awereness of the need, even for the small and medium
Cloud Consumer, to adopt specific countermeasures to guarantee the business
continuity.
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The United States and the Federal Cloud Strategy

The United States has developed a complex strategy to spread the cloud computing
within federal agencies. This strategy consists of several components including the
"Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program" (FedRAMP101) managed by the
General Service Administration (GSA) and aimed at increasing efficiency and speed in
acquiring cloud solutions without compromising security.

GSA decides to issue final certifications to the Cloud Provider by the end of
2012. This complex process encountered numerous difficulties and the
consolidation of the issues slow down all the activities. The first certification
was issued only on December 26. Indeed, notwithstanding the liveliness of the
cloud market in the United States, only 2 certifications were released as to
February 2013.
All that exemplifies the difficulties inherent in realizing approaches that
combine the effectiveness and the efficiency retention of cloud services with
the guarantee and security required by the public authorities and public
administration.

A Look to Europe
The attention that the European Commission has devoted to the cloud
computing, especially in security concerns, is widely known. The constant
commitment of the Vice President Kroes on these issues gave rise to various
initiatives, both at European level and, in consequence, at the national level.
From this point of view, the invitation to tender for the development of
projects related to "Governmental Clouds & Incident Reporting” 102. is very
interesting.
101
102

www.fedramp.gov
http://www.enisa.europa.eu/procurement/cloud-security-governmental-clouds-incident-reporting
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This tender notice was divided into two areas of interest: the first deals with
incident reporting, with the aim to extend to the Cloud Provider what is
required by Article 13a (risk assessment, risk treatment and data breach
notification) of the Directive on telecommunications; the second area aims to
define a set of guidelines to make safer Cloud Provider’s infrastructure, in
order to facilitate the services subscriptions by the public sector.

It must be noted, in addition, that ENISA published a document called "Procure
Secure”103, which is one of the first examples of guidelines, in cloud contracts,
for the monitoring of service levels for security components. In particular, it
contains an analysis of the following important parameters: incident response,
technical compliance and vulnerability management, data isolation, log
management and forensic. Accordingly, this paper gives an important
contribution to allow the safe transfer within the cloud of also the "core" parts
of IT infrastructures.

The situation in Italy
In the Italian context, among other interesting initiatives, it is worth noting
that DigitPA recently published, in May 2012, the "Recommendations and
proposals on the use of cloud computing in Public Administration 104". This
document contains analysis, considerations and recommendations regarding
opportunities and risks of using cloud computing in PA and the prerequisite for
the success of a cloud initiative. This document represents the results of a very
large working group, composed by the main actors in consulting field and IT
players in the world, different public administrations, some state-owned
companies, various universities and research institutes. The Working Group
was coordinated by DigitPA in collaboration with Cloud Security Alliance –
EMEA for the security aspects.
In parallel with the publication of this document, at the national level, the
legislator defined the Italian Digital Agenda with the constitution, after the
suppression of DigitPA, of the Agency for Digital Italy. Within this scenario,
cloud computing plays a key role as it can be an enabler for other objectives of
the Italian Digial Agenda such as the use of open data, smart cities and ehealth. At the beginning of 2013, the Agency is still at a start-up phase, and
probably needs the launch of the next government to have the necessary
sponsorship and become fully operational.
As soon as Italy will have this new innovation tool, it will be able to bridge the
gaps and realize a strategy to implement the Digital Agenda, thus achieving
the objectives required by citizens, businesses and public administrations in
104

http://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/Resilience-and-CIIP/cloud-computing/procure-secure-a-guide-tomonitoring-of-security-service-levels-in-cloud-contracts
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order to be able to implement the efficiency improvements which Italy badly
needs.
Finally, the Italian Chapter of Cloud Security Alliance has published two
research on cloud computing topics, the first entitled “Portabilità,
Interoperabilità e Sicurezza Applicativa nel Cloud” (Portability, Interoperability
and Application Security in the Cloud)105 in collaboration with OWASP-Italy and
the second entitled “Standard Contrattuali per il Cloud Computing” (Legal
Standard for Cloud Computing)106.

Some new challenges
The increasing maturity of cloud services has opened the door to new possible
applications. Actually the two biggest challenges are the use of cloud
computing in military applications and for critical infrastructures. As to the
former, the U.S. Army has expressed interest and open-mindedness on the use
of cloud computing for military applications. Basically, it recognized to cloud
the ability to obtain great advantages in terms of efficiency, cost savings and
flexibility, in addition to the unmatched effectiveness in dealing with large
amounts of data that characterize the most severe applications.
The cloud is recognized as an enabler to obtain great advantages in terms of
efficiency, cost savings and flexibility, in addition to the unsurpassed
effectiveness in managing large amounts of data that characterize the most
advanced applications.

The U.S. Army, in fact, recognizes to cyberspace the same importance
currently attributed to airspace. For these reasons, the Cyber Superiority is
seen as a primary target to be reached as soon as possible. Accordingly, cloud
computing is considered a very important component to achieve this strategic
goal, although it still is necessary to improve its security at all levels: from the
"data layer" to "compute layer" through the "display layer" (i.e. the level in
which the data interact with the operators).
Similar considerations can also be made with respect to the use of cloud
computing for critical infrastructures. In this context, Europe has an important
role, as demonstrated by the initiative of ENISA, which published an interesting
study entitled: "Critical Cloud Computing. CIIP Perspective on Cloud
Computing"107. This study analyzes precisely the most important aspects in the
evaluation of the adoption of cloud services by the side of critical
105

http://cloudsecurityalliance.it/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/CSA_Italy_Portabilita_Interoperabilita_e_Sicurezza_Applicativa_v1.pdf
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http://cloudsecurityalliance.it/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Studio-Standard-Contrattuali-per-il-CloudComputing-DEC-2012-IT.pdf
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https://resilience.enisa.europa.eu/cloud-security-and-resilience/critical-cloud-computing/view
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infrastructures managing authority. In particular, it analyzes aspects of risk
analysis, incident management, monitoring, services management and security
in general.

Conclusions
The world of cloud computing is still in a strongly propulsive phase: the
Provider, on one hand, continues to develop new market niches in an attempt
to broaden his customer base; on the other hand, the consumers are
progressively aware that these services are becoming essential for modern IT
infrastructure management.
Within this scenario, governments try to find a way to involve also Public
Administrations, in order to make its productive capabilities similar to the
private sector and, ultimately, to contribute to the economic recovery through
the creation of the best conditions for the relaunch of business.
The hope is that Italy can find the energy and clarity of vision necessary to
reduce the gap in a field as pivotal for a country’s growth as cloud-computing.
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Security in healthcare
by Stefano Cremonesi and Claudio Telmon
The healthcare area presents peculiarities that must be well understood in
order to effectively handle the issues of information security. In this context,
and in particular in the hospital environment, the “core-business” mainly
consists of the diagnostic and therapeutic treatment of people. This activity has
two important aspects that affect the entire organization:
 mistakes and failures can lead to personal injury up to patients deaths
(safety);
 in many contexts, emergency way of work is not an exception: work
slowdowns, perhaps due to burdensome authorization processes to
access information, are not acceptable practice;
 general data security and protection of personal data have a strong
overlap, since most of the managed information are those defined as
“sensitive” by the law;
 Awareness and a culture of attention to the integrity and confidentiality
of information have developed anyway, prior to the introduction of the
law itself.
To understand the issue of IT security in the healthcare is useful to examine in
depth the points listed above. The main purpose of healthcare is to protect
people’s health and, in the case of hospitals, cure patients suffering from
diseases at the acute stage.
These objectives impose very tight time and efficiency constraints in all the
activities involved. The need to avoid mistakes is extremely important: for this
reason, concepts like “process” and “protocol” are innate and mainly
assimilated compared to other contexts. This matter does not apply exclusively
to the topic of personal information processing. An example is the need to
properly match the diagnosis and treatment to patients so as to avoid the
dramatic errors in such area which gained press attention in the past.
Furthermore, issues related to emergencies and urgencies must also be duly
taken into account. For this reason, the focus is primarily on the availability
and integrity of information. Also the confidentiality issue has its specific
peculiarities.
From a cultural point of view, the doctor would tend to share with relative ease
the information with colleagues, especially when these are useful for the
effectiveness and efficiency of its activities, trusting on the ethics of his
colleagues.
As a consequence, on the one hand, confidential data are exchanged, between
professionals involved in care activities, late easily, while, on the other hand,
there is a stronger barrier between the healthcare internal structure and the
outside world, with the former more engaged in protecting sensitive data with
respect to the latter. For long time, before the emanation of specific law,
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regarding the protection of personal data, illness was considered a "private"
matter.
The importance of this confidentiality is demonstrated by the abundance of
specific legislation for the processing of medical data.
This culture, which in part reflects the organization of traditional processes
within the hospitals, contrasts however with the compliance requirements
provided for in the law regarding the protection of personal data in some
critical points:
 In general the legislation requires a much more granular control
regarding the access to data: this further complicates, when it does not
hamper, the management of the addition or the removal of authorized
persons (e.g. contexts such as first-aid)
 The legislation gives to the patient the main control over who can access
data: even though this does not conflict with healthcare practices, it does
trigger a greater complexity in access control management.
This suggests the importance of a comprehensive approach to information
security problems in healthcare area that we try to analyze in the following
paragraphs.
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Security and Privacy, (i.e. the processing of personal data compliant with the
relative legislation), represent, in this case, two seemingly antithetical aspects,
which must be governed "ex ante" because their planning can cause significant
impacts in the design and management of the whole company information
system.
The most critical element is to find a balance between an extensive and
widespread use of information technology within enterprises and the necessary
privacy and security requirements which both the users of the information
system and, in particular, the customers demand.
For these reasons, an overall governance of these issues requires a global and
systemic approach, summarized in the following figure. The governance has to
be “global” because in order to oversee simultaneously and jointly, several
interdependent variables, and “systemic” because several of such variables
may impact on business and require technological, organizational, training and
change management interventions.
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The Identity and Access Management (IAM) system covers a very important
role in the security management within the health area.
ICT solutions using a Clinical Data Repository, that allow a timeline
ricomposition of all the clinical and welfare informations about the citizen,
require that such informations will have to be available only to the citizen (or
to the people being authorized by himself) and to the medical-nursing team
involved in this healthcare process.
It results that using ICT solutions in healthcare area requires caution in the
process of accessing data; in fact the information system of a healthcare
organization is made by a broad group of resources (applications, data,
documents) whose access have to be restricted only by known and authorized
subjects.
This implies the adoption of IAM solutions in the information system made by:
 An authentication subsystem that is a centralized system able to assess
the identity of users that require access to the system;
 An authorization subsystem that is a centralized system able to
guarantee that only the authorized users with the correct rights may be
able to use a specific functionality or access the data.
It’s important to underline that often operations requires access from different
worstations to many applications, mainly in a narrow timeframe. In this
environment it may be very interesting to grant a faster and simpler access
with the adoption of both Single Sign On (SSO) technologies or two factor
authentication solutions (National Service Card CNS in Italy)
It’s useful to consider the Italian Fascicolo Sanitario Elettronico (FSE, National
Electronic Dossier). Such archive collects all the medical data and documents
belonging to the citizen. In practice the FSE could be an access point to data
contained in several Electronic Clinical Archives (CCE or Cartella Clinica
Elettronica in Italy) independently managed by a few medical organizations.
There is of course an issue about a federal access control to the resources or
eventually centrally managed by the regional structures. Yet either the
solutions or the maturity level are not uniform. In the same way, given the
quite easiness of communication or access to the data by different
organizations raise the problem to guarantee the same security level among
the structures. This is a complex issue that can find a partial solution in federal
systems.
The legal value either of produced documents or the managed informations
represents a relevant aspect in the sanitary environment. Besides several law
provisions it has to be underlined that in strict relationship to the job made, it
would be useful and ofter necessary to guarantee both integrity and the origin
of the data to defend the different actors: medical organizations, health
operators and patients. In such context, both the adoption of the electronic
signature in its several flavours (advanced, qualified and digital) and the
adoption of a process of digital preservation integrate the integrity theme by
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the authentication principle, ascertain of the document origin digitally signed
and non-repudiation principle, understood as the prevention of denial of a
document by the author himself, of third party enforceability through the time
stamp that certifies the validation of the digitally signed document 108.
The health sector is the framework that first began the experiment and the
wide introduction of several kind of electronic signature (the only other
framework with widespread use is the smart card linked to deals between
businesses and Chamber of Commerce). Still in the health framework were
mainly used the National Service Cards, (CNS) in Italy, to grant the citizen
access to the online services, including the medical reports access.
The availability topic has important consequences from the point of view of
both architectures and systems used in the clinical area109. We could point
out a few important cases from the risk standpoint:
1. Data availability in the presence of failure. The ICT deploy in the health
area requires a special attention to deploy business continuity measures
both in the server farm resources and the local and wide network
infrastructures;
2. Long term data availability; a strongly linked theme to the documents
digital preservation.
3. Data availability in case of catastrophic events in the business continuity
logic. Not only hospitals, which have to keep its operations, have to
understand that the data are essential, also have to supply quickly the
data to other organizations involved in the same emergency context
Actually the healtcare structures not only are classified critical, but are the
ones that, in case of disaster, could be overcommitted. The public health
structures, just like other public administrations, are subject to the provisions
of the section 50 bis of the “Codice dell'Amministrazione Digitale”. They must
define a Business Continuity Plan and, as a section of it, a Disaster Recovery
Plan.
Event if the plan definition is quite common along the public administrations,
though in a variable way on our territory, the plan implementation is quite less
widespread. In the business continuity area the problem is perceived as
underestimated: despite some process areas would be committed 24x7 , the
adoption of disaster recovery solutions is quite non-existent. Sometimes there
are tight investiments for the setup of adequate server farms, high availability
solutions for local and geographical networks. The low risk perceived, not only
about business continuity topic, but also about security threats, is a common
problem that sometimes, along the high attention to operation topic, could
reduce the adequate attention to the security risks.
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This item has been developed in a special way by the ASIS working group on electronic filepf ,
http://www.aisis.it/it/workgroup/gruppo-di-lavoro-sulla-cartella-clinica-elettronica/c79c0409-de54-4efc-8066e03621d32183
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The following table highlights the valued impact of the variables depicted in the
business processes macro areas.
Possible Impacts
Acceptance area
Clinic area
(Departments
and surgeries)
Diagnostic area
(Lis, AP, RisPacs,
CardioPacs)
Administrative
area
Intranet-Internet
area
Directional area

Identity
management
and SSO
++
+++

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability

++
+++

+++
+++

+++
+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

++

+

+++

+

++

+

+++

+

++

++

+++

++

The table shows that some security variables are very critical in some process
areas: for instance the business continuity is fundamental for the clinic area,
while is less critical for the administrative area. Conversely some variables, like
integrity, are critical for all the areas. The impact analysis could allow to plan
interventions about security remediation.
.
The following table lists the risks arising failing to adopt security systems by
macroarea typology.
Possible risks

Acceptance Area (ADT,
PS, CUP)

Clinic
Area
(Departments
and
Surgeries)
Diagnostic Area (Lis,
AP,
Ris-Pacs,
CardioPacs)

Identity Management
and SSO
Unauthorized access to
administrative
data
(e.g. Exemptions) or
clinical
data
(e.g.
diseases
hospitalization)
Unauthorized access to
clinical data
Unauthorized access to
clinical data

Amministrative Area

Unauthorized access to
administrative
and
accounting data

Intranet-Internet Area

Unauthorized access to
clinical
data
in
presence of report
download areas

Directional-BI Area

Unauthorized access to
administrative
and
accounting data

Confidentiality
Unauthorized access to
administrative
or
clinical data including
customer accounting
data
Unauthorized
access
and
utilization
of
clinical data
Unauthorized
access
and
utilization
of
clinical data
Unauthorized
access
and
utilization
of
administrative
and
accounting data
Unauthorized
access
and utilization of to
clinical
data
in
presence of report
download areas
Unauthorized
access
and
utilization
of
administrative
and
accounting data

Integrity
Unauthorized access,
modify and misuse of
administrative
or
clinical data including
customer accounting
data
Unauthorized access,
modify and utilization
of clinical data
Unauthorized access,
modify and utilization
of clinical data
Unauthorized access,
modify and utilization
of administrative and
accounting data

Availability

1
hour
maximum
service outage in the
Cup and PS areas
half an hour maximum
service outage in the
Cup and PS areas
half an hour maximum
service outage in the
Cup and PS areas

Unauthorized access,
modify and utilization
of clinical data
Unauthorized access,
modify and utilization
of administrative and
accounting data
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Some risks are able to compromise in a significant way the activities of some
operational sectors. For instance in the clinical area the availability is so critical
that the continuity solutions have to be designed with a maximum downtime
of an hour.
It doesn’t seem technological security solutions in broad sense are quite
common in the Italian healthcare sector. Maybe the ICT budget available for
the sanitary organizations (in the 2012 report from Osservatorio ICT by
Politecnico di Milano is valued in 1,1% of the sanitary expense) doesn’t
consent investiments in the security area not even if these are due to
compliance issues.
In the areas of identity management and confidentiality, if some perimeter
protection solutions are common (firewall, antivirus, antispamming,
antiphising, internet filtering…), from the other side IMD and SSO solutions are
not. Regarding the integrity area the adoption, in some regions, of digital
signature in the clinic documentation is beginning to represent a good solution
for the problem also if the issue about data separation (personal and sensitive)
or the database encryption would still remain unresolved..
Finally it’s appropriate to highlight two more criticalities about health security.
The first one is about biomedical devices, that share some security issues with
SCADA systems. They are products designed to operate in a private
environment, not designed with security principles and often managed by a
team separated from the IT Operations (for instance only from the supplier in
charge for the ordinary and extra-ordinary maintenance).
These devices are always more frequently interconnected showing similar
issues to Industrial SCADA Control Systems110.
The second one is about the sector of telemedicine, remote diagnose and
remote support. They are quite pilots and/or experimental projects that do not
consider security as their primary objective compared to the central tasks of
these experiments, just like the availability and business continuity. However,
with the propagation of these services, the security will have to be faced in a
organic way, also in these environment. In this context may be included the
activities perfomed by doctors which always more frequently require to be
interconnected with such systems or to the hospital systems .
The integration of their activities also from the ICT point of view (for instance
online certificates and prescriptions, clinical documentation exchange) needs a
more and more relevant attention to workstations security.
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http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerability-management/167901026/security/attacks-breaches/240146474/securityresearchers-expose-bug-in-medical-system-used-with-x-ray-machines-other-devices.html.html
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e-Commerce
by Fabio Guasconi
General framework
At the actual time of bad economic trend, the e-commerce market is
representing one of the few happy islands worldwide with a double digit growth
rate. According to a report issued by the Politecnico di Milano, one of the more
conservative in numerical terms, the e-commerce turnover in Italy grew in
2012 by 19% compared with the previous year. The commodity division is
headed by the tourism sector followed by apparel, insurance and consumer
electronics as you can view in the following excerpt of the Politecnico di Milano
report. It’s very relevant the fact that the Italian market trend, is still more
oriented to the sales of services than to the sales of products, following a
reverse trend respect to the rest of the world.
Transaction scenario over the Internet
The dynamics of selling in Italy
eCommerce from Italian sites and commodities sectors. Values in million euros

Sectors

Grocery

Publishing/music

Insurances

IT and electronics

Clothing

Tourism

Other

Figure 1 – e-commerce market in Italy – courtesy of Osservatorio eCommerce B2c Netcomm-School of Management del
Politecnico di Milano
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There are innovative e-commerce branches with a more boosted growth:
shopping by mobile devices (by now called m-commerce) is growing nearby
the 50% thanks to the endemic spread of the smart-phone and tablet devices;
the sales forecast could reach 1/4 of the overall purchases by the 2017.
Widening the perspective to other european contries performance, it becomes
clear how the phenomenon is far from being localized: according to the
Politecnico di Milano both Germany and France had a growth of 12% respect to
the 2011 and the UK, always very important in this sector, of the 11%.
Unfortunately the greater growth in Italy is not due to excellence, but to the
significant delay accumulated in the previous times. The e-commerce Italian
market value is a little more than 1/6 of the UK value and the half of the
French as highlighted in the following chart.

Others

Picture 1 – Partition of the e-commerce market in europe , 2012

According to several reports a great part of the Italian delay is due to some
main reasons: less than the half of the whole population makes Internet
shopping compared with the European average; the other factors are:
 Internet spread and the arising communication is below the European
average;
 There are law barriers that reduce the channel competitiveness
 The electronic payment tools are actually not common and used
 One third of the national merchants sells only in the domestic market
 There is limited leaning to online shopping and the ICT culture of the
population is limited
 There is a relevant language hurdle to make online shopping
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Starting from these assumptions and considering the many opportunities
arising from the growth of e-commerce (in UK internet economy is over 7% of
GDP compared to 2% in Italy ) this has been included in the Italian Digital
Agenda as one of the elements of greater interest and some initiatives of
interest have already been undertaken over the last year.
Tthe road is still long and some of the factors listed above are of complex
resolution nevertheless it is also correct to underline the existence of
opportunities for our country, which is the second location for cell phone
contracts in Europe, and adapting to the wide growth of the market of
smartphones and tablets (respectively 45% and 96% in 2012), is developing a
considerable opportunity for a second digital growth linked to the mobile.

Security?
It is surprising that the 60% of those that are not used to buy online, indicate
security as one of the main obstacles but even more surprisingly is that in the
Italian digital agenda this pointed out element is dismissed as a false problem.
If, on the one hand it is true that the percentage of e-commerce fraud is in
slow and steady decline for years (from 2011 was down from 0.17% to 0.12%
of transactions compared to 2001, the retailers have reduce of a third their
losses), on the other hand the strong growth in the number of purchases and
volume supported by the previous numbers and the gradual increase of the
technological channels available are trends that cannot allow to lower down
one’s guard.
The experience gained in recent years by security experts teaches that the
interest of the attackers is concentrated where the values are: the same
happens for the malware development, where some platforms are preferred to
others, and again this is what is happening for electronic trade payment via
traditional web browsing, and just when they’ll be used in a consistent manner,
the same will happen on mobile tools and channels like NFC (contactless
payments).
The phenomenon now commonly known under the name of Cybercrime
becomes increasingly wider and able to operate on a large scale, creating real
projects of complexity previously unknown sharing information with a
numerous base even if with low competences. In 2012, in addition to the
violation of big online payments companies such as the Russian ChronoPay, we
have seen the diffusion of the first malwares able to move from personal
computers to mobile devices, aimed to attack systems that use security codes
sent via SMS, we have seen cases of QR code stickers applied over real
physical ads, linking to fake sites, and many e-commerce sites have been
targeted by a variety of micro-fraud, all these while the first arrests of
cybercriminals have also made headlines in our country, as in the case of Ali
Hassan.
It is still breaking news the recent judgment against Sony in the UK for failing
to adequately protect the customer data stored on the PlayStation Network in
2011.
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Less known and oriented to the scam but equally significant are the contexts in
which e-commerce is used to circumvent restrictions on sale of certain
products such as medicines or drugs, weapons, usually linked to traditional
organized crime.

Picture 2 – Some headlines on security in ’e-commerce in 2012

In this context, frauds on traditional channels, such as the infringement of an
electronic payment device of a petrol station, of an ATM or introducing in the
market counterfeit banknotes, involve a limited number of subjects so they
generate less clamour compared to the 77 million of victims of the Sony case,
but they are much more probable than the Sony case, creating a false sense of
security for the transactions personally made by a single person, that too often
you think you might be able to unmask easily.
For many years, has been made considerable efforts to improve the security
level of the systems and applications used in e-commerce. One of the first
platforms used for this purpose has been eBay that has acquired the popular
online payment service PayPal since 2002, which is today the leader of online
transactions in Italy. In the coming years there will be news in the industry,
starting from MyBank which will be based on an European system of
payments, to Square that looks like a small square object to be connected to
your mobile device, enabling it to accept card payments. All these kind of
services and products are constantly trying to make safer and easier the
process of buying online and are subjected to an escalating series of rules
imposed from all quarters, they are :
 personal data protection measures(privacy) d.lgs 196/2003 and other
rules related to it;
 PCI Council Standards applying to the ones processing payment card
data of the main brands (VISA, MasterCard, American Express, Discover
Network, JCB) now also accompanied by a specific guide for ECommerce;
 Directive 2007/64/EC on payment services in the internal market;
 Directive 2009/110/EC concerning the start, pursuit and prudential
supervision of the business of electronic money institutions.
The reform of the laws for the protection of personal data, currently under
discussion in the European Union, will have the opportunity to establish
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important new warranties for users of e-commerce that, hopefully, will
contribute to force a minimum level of security all operators in the sector will
have to observe, today not always so closely monitored in regard to the legal
requirements specified above. One of the central point is the introduction of
compulsory notification to the public of violations suffered by entities
processing personal data, in case they failed to adopt advanced data protection
systems. This obligation has already been introduced in the majority of U.S.
states and in European telecom companies, but managers of online stores are
not currently subjected to. Although it may seem simple from a conceptual
point of view, pratically it is all but trivial even just identify that a violation has
occurred, especially for small entities.
However, if the online shops would observe accurately even just the following
principles, generally identified by experts as being of fundamental importance,
we could considerably increase the security level of the market (significantly
reducing the number of violations):
1) adoption of secure configurations (hardening) of the systems;
2) integration of security requirements in design and implementation of
software;
3) implementation of protected systems and automatic control;
4) continuos update of all systems;
5) periodic check of existing risk;
6) Organization of Security Management.
Besides these required elements, a series of functional expedients to reduce
frauds have been developed over time, some successfully deployed as the
mechanisms anti-fraud "risk-based" and other less, like those with static rules,
some with an impact on end user such as 3D Secure payment cards, and other
completely transparent to them such as tokenization of card numbers stored
on the supplier information systems.
The missing link in the chain previously described is the culture of information
security of the end users, which by the way confirm the success or not of ecommerce in general and of the tools used by it. Most of the frauds do not take
advantage of the vulnerabilities of direct instruments but rather of the
improper use made by those who have a lower level of security awareness.
ENISA, the European Agency for the security of networks and information, is
the main subject committed to raise awareness among end-users through
targeted initiatives, and setting up last October the first "European Cyber
Security Month" focused on the core rules to be observed to maintain a good
level of security in cyberspace.
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Figure 3 – Slogan and logo for the Cyber Security Month organized by ENISA

Awareness campaigns addressed to end users, focusing on security and
information technology around the theme of e-commerce, should be an
integral part of the strategy for its relaunch in our country, and with good
reasons are perceived both as an element to prevent the crime and as an
important driving force to create confidence which Italians still need in order to
embrace the opportunities offered by e-Commerce.
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Pv6 is already here, it is not anymore a news on the
horizon
by Marco Misitano
It’s a long time we hear speaking about IPv6 since a very long time,
approximately since year 2000. An upcoming transition, a new Y2K, an
annonced apocalypse in the fatal time when IP addresses will finish; that IP
protocol which - as the name Internet Protocol says - is the operation basis of
the Internet, underlines the operation of the vast majority networks, being
them corporate, public and private, of every sort and dimensions, from the
little home networks to worldwide backbones.
But, in terms of transition to the new IP protocol version – i.e. the v6 – more
has happened during the last twenty-four months than during last ten years.

Why now and not before?
IPv6 first saw the light at the end of the 90s. Just after year 2000, all ICT
ecosystem players knew the new protocol was in existence and that something
had to be done. Corporations, service providers, mobile operators, content
providers, governments, hardware device makers and, at last, even users: no
one exhibited a special sensitivity to the problem.
Corporations waited for some action by ISPs, so transferring the problem and
acting as if they could easily survive by using Network Address Translation
(NAT) techniques and by sharing IP addresses.
The Internet Service Providers, due to demand shortage, have not seen fit to
actively offer IPv6 connectivity to their customers (both residentials and
business), also due to the almost total lack of actionable contents.
At the same time, governments and, generally speaking, the public sector,
took their time, waiting to see which moves other players would have done.
Only research networks, in this sector, implemented IPv6 before the others,
whilst unevenly on a worldwide basis.
In this scenaro, content providers – we are talking about great global content
makers such as Google/Youtube, Facebook, Yahoo! and others similar – surely
did not shine, being waiting for network infrastructure, devices and
consequently demand for services and contents over IPv6.
On the other part, only recently the hardware device makers adopted the new
protocol on their devices, thanks to the operating systems support; as of
today, indeed, the more recent versions of Apple, Google, Linux, Microsoft
operating systems natively support IPv6, and so do the devices that host
them.
This vicious circle, in short, has going on for over a decade and surely did any
good to the innovation and the transition towards IPv6. It is true that the very
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true reason of this inertia has been the lack of incentives and benefits in IPv6
adoption.
In this situation, while all players waited the others taking the first step, while
the world at a whole entertained itself with the more or less exact estimate of
the moment when IP addresses would be as matter of the fact exausted, since
2011 something happened, which dramatically changed the landscape and
stirred up the cauldron. It is worth mentioning these drivers.

Driver #1: No more IPv4 addresses.
On February 3rd, 2011, IANA (1) – the worldwide entity assigning IP addresses
– declared that all the remainings have been allocated to the regional entities.
A shoret time later, APNIC (2) – the Asian regional entity – finished the ones
assigned to him, and last september 2012, also RIPE (3) – the entity
assigning IP addresses to Europe, Middle East and Russia – adopted a more
restrictive policy for allocation of the last few final remaining addresses. Thus,
since last September, even for the European region, no more IPv4 addresses
are assigned to the requesters, if they do not yet have an IPv6 addressing
plan. Anyhow, maximal allocation is 1024 addresses, an absolutely negligibile
quantity (4). Red and yellow areas in the following illustration have thus
already no more IPv4 addresses. The North American area – in blue – will
follow very shortly, depleting IPv4 addresses at any moment

That is meaning that - as of today – no new activity requiring a relevant
internet presence or a relatively wide address space can think of starting with
IPv4.

Driver #2: World IPv6 Launch
Again during 2011, at the beginning of June the World IPv6 Day has gone on,
organized and coordinated by the Internet Society (5). During a twenty-four
hours timeframe, main web players including content producers, ISP and
corporations, activated IPv6 on their main websites. The result, largely
positive, demonstrated that IPv6 works also in the eterogeneous and global
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internet environment, and not only in the labs. The experiment has been so
successful that it has been replicated the following year, (in 2012), but without
imposing of the twenty-four hours limitation. On June 6th, 2012, it has been
the World IPv6 Launch, hundred of websites, content providers, corporations,
service providers and home networking device producers have participated.
Participants were asked to leave IPv6 active on their websites, ISPs to offer
IPv6 connectivity to their new customers, manufacturers of networking
products to provide IPv6 functionality out of the box on the products sold.
On 6 June 2012, therefore, the very numerous participation in the initiative
marked a huge step forward in the availability of IPv6 accessible content, and
the availability of the new protocol also among residential customers.

Driver #3: Internet population Dramatic growth
IPv4's main limitation is in the address space, or rather not being able to
address more than about 4.3 billion endpoints. The extraordinary growth in the
number of internet users during the last decade was certainly one of the
factors that has contributed to the urgency of a broader address space.

Driver #4: Internet of Things
The already significant number of people that started using the Internet in the
last decade, is still negligible if compared to the number of objects that are
connected to the network and among each other. Just think about smart TVs,
printers, automobiles, electric meters, sensors, video game consoles, media
players, smartphones, to name the most popular among the consumers. What
goes by the name of the Internet of Things is a revolution going on and is even
a broader spectrum, and since 2008 the number of objects connected to each
other and to the Internet through the IP protocol has exceeded the current
world population (6). These are sensors or disparate objects, whose
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applications range from the most trivial to the most sophisticated. From setting
an alarm according to the place and time of an appointment, while taking into
account the way to go, the traffic, or whether we should fill up gasoline during
the trip or if the needed public transports are late; till the smart tags
application for remote monitoring of patients to prevent cardiovascular
disease.
Applications are endless, as well as potential business models, and all of this
needs an address space that IPv4 is just not able to provide.

Driver #5: web goes mobile, phones go smart
It is obvious to anyone that new devices as tablets and smartphones are
gaining great popularity. This goes hand in hand with the growing web usage
from mobile devices (7). The ones that today have a traditional mobile phone
most likely will switch to a smartphone. Mobile operators, on their part,
promise even better performances, with the imminent arrival of 4G/LTE,
requiring IPv6 from specifications for the operation of voice service, another
element which will increase the presence of the new protocol.
These are some of the unstoppable trends which will make rapidly crumbling
the stagnant situation described above, in which everyone expect the others to
move.
It is estimated that in the European Union in the year 2016 there will be a total
of two billion fixed and mobile devices with IPv6, a significant increase if
compared with the "little" 125 billion in 2011(8).
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From trends to facts
Oversimplifying, a company deciding to adopt the new protocol will go through
four phases:

Let us analyze some indicators related to these four steps, in order to
understand what is actually the state of IPv6 adoption:

Phase 1 - IPv6 addresses assignment (source: RIR)
Since 2009 there has been a very strong acceleration of v6 address allocation
to end users located in more developed regions of the planet - RIPE, APNIC
and ARIN, that is Europe, Asia, North America and Middle East. This is not yet
an actual use, but the initial setup to adopt the new protocol.

RIR -- IPv6 /32 equiv. alloc. (projected)
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Phase 2 - Reachability in IPv6 (source: RIPE)
The percentage of those who announce their network (Autonomous System to
be precise) as IPv6 reachable in the global routing table are also increasing. In
figure (9) we see that some European countries are far ahead in this direction,
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while Italy (blue) remains in the average of the whole RIPE (white) area. Also
in this case, from 2009 onwards, the tendency increase significantly. Who
advertises their networks as IPv6 reachable in the global routing table is a step
away from actual use.

Phase 3 – IPv6 activation on devices(source: Cisco)
The next step is enabling IPv6 on the devices: IPv6 addresses on the
interfaces, ACLs, routing protocols, and other features related to the new
protocol. By monitoring devices in use by thousands of customers, Cisco has
visibility of those who have enabled IPv6 functionality. Even in this case, since
2011 a surge in the activation is seen, an indication of the production use of
IPv6.
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Phase 4 – Actual Use (source: Google)
The last phase is the actual usage, and this chart from Google (10) shows how,
at the end of 2012, IPv6 traffic - measured by the number of Google searches
originating from IPv6 terminals - has broken through the 1% barrier. Though
in absolute terms this is a small number, in the perspective it is an enormous
growth of about 2500% compared with five years earlier (11).

Drawing the conclusions, there is no reason why all or any of these indicators
registers a turnaround in the coming months or years.
IPv6 is a reality. The devices we use support it. A large part of our networks is
IPv6 enabled, many ISPs have been offering it and many are in the process of
doing so. The upcoming 4G connectivity will very soon bring IPv6 on mobile
operators networks and on our smart phones. The majority of the content we
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access, social networks (eg. Facebook), or services provided by worldwide
content providers (eg Youtube / Google), are already accessible today with the
new protocol. IPv6 is already here.
Industry has no doubt that IPv6 is the way to go. There are no other solutions,
there are no alternative ways to enable the explosion of the Internet, a new
wave of innovation, the Internet of Things and who knows what else awaits us
in the near future. It is a widely shared opinion that IPv6 is the future.
Network Address Translation (NAT), Carrier Grade NAT (CGN) and Address
Sharing are not forever lasting solutions and, especially, early as the old IPv4
addresses will become increasingly scarce, these techniques introduce more
and more problems and less benefits.

What final users are doing?
Cisco asked this to a representative sample of its customers: while in 2010,
four out of ten said they have no plan for implementation, the percentage of
"not doing anything" falls to 15% in 2012, an indicator that the remaining 85%
is anyway moving albeit with different strategies and timelines. Still in 2012,
one out of two claims having decided to implement the new protocol in the
next six or twelve months.

Other statistics about the worldwide adoption by residential users, businesses,
and more are available at URL http://6lab.cisco.com/stats

What does implementing IPv6 mean?
First we must remember a crucial element: IPv4 and IPv6 are not compatible
with each other. They do not talk, there is no communication. A resource
available in v4 can not be enjoyed by a user who only uses v6 (and vice versa,
of course) unless by mean of a conversion, which generally goes to the
detriment of quality.When it comes to deploy IPv6, the vast majority of cases
are known to support the new protocol to the existing IPv4 on the same
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infrastructure, on the same devices so rather than processing, and routing
IPv4 traffic, they will do it for both protocols. That is exactly what is happening
today on the latest generation PC (Windows 7 by default uses both protocols,
and the same for Mac OS X from 10.3), which have both IP stacks, both v4
both v6, on the network adapters. For this reason we talk about "Dual Stack"
implementation and, as a general rule, processing both protocols does NOT
create equipment performance problem. There is no need, then, to rebuild
networks from scratch, because the vast majority of producers (of network
equipment such as personal computers and other devices) provides IPv6
support since long time. From a company’s perspective, a strategy could be to
determine which devices are able to support the necessary functionality and up
to what point, and to establish an implementation strategy; this can be the
Ipv6's implementation ahead of its Internet presence and subsequently the
new protocol's expansion on the internal network, rather than starting from the
internal network and then expanding the dual stack up to the edge of the
network. The first approach, that is starting from the internet presence, is the
most popular: it is fast, cheap, its impact is limited and solves the most
perceived problem, in other words defined as to be visible on the internet and
be accessible both by those who use the new protocol and by who has not yet
made the transition.

And what about security?
A myth to debunk is that IPv6 is inherently more secure than IPv4 because it
incorporates security features and encryption. It is not so, indeed we might
even consider that IPv6 is a much younger protocol, and consequently as a
general rule there is less experience. However, we have a great opportunity: to
apply to IPv6 all those lessons that we have learned about safety in over thirty
years of IP networks. So far, networks were built without thinking about
security and only later we became aware of certain factors which then were
taken into account, and therefore have been "patched". With IPv6, we have
the ability to deploy networks considering security first, in other words taking
into account everything it is already known on the subject. This is to be not
underestimated. Another false belief is that IPv6 having integrated IPsec
ensures the privacy of data being transported. That too is a myth to debunk: it
is true that IPv6 has IPsec integrated, but its use is optional, and it has to be
evaluated on which segments it is worth enabling it - IPsec introduction on a
LAN would bring enormous management and complexity problems, preventing
firewall proper operation or Quality of Service management, and creating more
problems than benefits. IPsec, also within IPv6, has to be implemented to
traverse those public or shared infrastructure's segments. Other security
considerations remains substantially unaltered, as the significance of ACL,
Firewall and IPS technologies that, however, should be adjusted to new
protocol, in other words, security policies should be adapted to provide the
same functionality in IPv6. Attacks at application layer, such as viruses, worms
or other malware, remain unchanged on IPv6 infrastructure. They are
independent from the v4 or v6 stack, therefore it also remains unchanged the
significance of email filtering technology, anti-virus and anti-malware in
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general. It is noteworthy that an IPv6 subnet has a much larger amount of IP
addresses (they are 2 ^ 64), subsequently those attacks based on scanning
the subnet in the hope of identifying targets to attack theoretically would
disappear, because scanning of 2 ^ 64 hosts would take an enormously long
time. Caution: this attack remains valid, just scanning techniques will change,
by exploiting DNS, DynDNS, easy to remember addresses (CAFE, F00D, BEBE,
…) that would reasonably be privileged, and other techniques. The assumption
that “the subnet extent is so broad that it is not possibile to scan it and identify
targets” is short-sighted strategy.
Other attacks' effectiveness, like Man-In-The-Middle, application attacks,
sniffing, Rogue Devices, Flooding, remains untouched and they can be
mitigated by the same countermeasures both in IPv4 and in IPv6. It is worth
noting that the network infrastructure are built layer upon layer. IP protocol
operates at level 3, regardless of its version 4 or 6. All those attacks operate at
layer 2, and then at a lower level, and which aim to undermine the higher
layers have to be mitigated exactly as before, and with dedicated
functionalities. For that reason Cisco has introduced First Hop Security (FHS), a
family of security features specially designed for IPv6 that address the Link
Layer (Layer 2). This ensures security and durability of network infrastructure
from the ground up. Network security is a complex topic, and its application in
a new area such as IPv6 just increases its perceived complexity. The same has
already happened in the past, and the writer had been busy with it, for
wireless networks, a novelty ten years ago, and subsequently for Voice over
IP, which has long monopolized the attention of security experts and is now
safely used by many. The same will be for IPv6, and this short monograph
wants to just shed some light and clarity on what has to be considered the
priority at this time, in other words making IPv6 a priority. Those wishing to
deepen right now the security aspects of IPv6, should ideally do it in a way
functional to a future implementation, having established an adoption strategy,
by testing in the laboratory or in limited segments of their network
infrastructure, drawing lessons and conclusions from these and, of course,
taking into account the security aspects, pervasively. A more authoritative and
institutional exposition of IPv6 Security topic is offered in the extensive
publication "IPv6 Security" of Vyncke-Hogg, (12), whose fundamental
principles are given in a speech by one of the authors whose slides are in the
public domain (13).

NOTES
1 Internet Society - www.internetsociety.org
2 IANA - www.iana.org
3 APNIC - www.apnic.net
4 RIPE - www.ripe.net
5 RIPE NCC Begins to Allocate IPv4 Address Space From the Last /8 http://www.ripe.net/internet-coordination/news/announcements/ripe-ncc-begins-to-allocateipv4-address-space-from-the-last-8
6 http://blogs.cisco.com/news/the-internet-of-things-infographic/
7 www.slideshare.net/kleinerperkins/2012-kpcb-internet-trends-yearend-update
8 www.cisco.com/web/solutions/sp/vni/vni_forecast_highlights/index.html
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9http://v6asns.ripe.net/v/6?s=ES;s=DE;s=NO;s=NL;s=FR;s=GB;s=_RIR_RIPE_NCC;s=_RIR_
APNIC
10 www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html
11 blogs.cisco.com/news/ipv6-deployment-threshold-reached/
12 www.amazon.com/IPv6-Security-Scott-Hogg/dp/1587055945
13 www.slideshare.net/IKTNorge/eric-vyncke-ipv6-security-in-general
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Saving information and service continuity
by Alessio Pennasilico and Davide Del Vecchio
In Italy there is a lawwhich is known as the “Privacy Law”, and technically as
the D.Lgs.196/2003; it prescribes various obligations equally to companies and
professionals, that somehow deals with data concerning third parties. Of
course, the purpose of this law is to protect the weakest subject, which needs
to see its data managed in an appropriate manner.
In the "Art 34. Treatment with electronic instruments" the letter f) states the
need for the "adoption of procedures for the storage of backups of data and
the restore and availability of data on the systems".
This measure is often interpreted as a requirement to perform a copy of those
data - make a backup. However, reading that law and its attachments
becomes obvious that the purpose is to ask those who process data of third
parties to be in a position to continue to properly treat those data in the event
of an incident.
Just imagine what a damage would be caused to a company if the accountant
wrongly deleted some data, such a patient whose doctor suffered a disk failure
where information concerning him/her are stored, or a lawyer which wrongly
deleted some files regarding the acts of a process belonging to a client of his.
These are just some of the scenarios that can happen, of course, let alone the
classic multinational corporation with hundreds of servers and databases.
The failure of a tape drive, the loss of a removable media such as a DVD or a
USB stick, the erroneous deletion or overwriting of a file, are events as trivial,
as frequent, that may put at risk the business continuity of a professional or a
company and damage, sometimes irreparably, who gave custody of those data
expecting those data to be treated according to precise rules.
Just think, to remain in the previous example, to a lawyer who accidentally
lose the only copy of an act which would have been necessary to deposit the
following day. The value of a single data is often tied to the specific moment at
which that data must be available.
It is somewhat surprising, that in 2013, many companies don’t have yet a plan
for a proper data recovery and business continuity. Even more curious is the
fact that often the reason that drives them to review their data management
policies is linked to the necessity to comply with a standard, such as the
already mentioned D.Lgs 196/2003, and not to the protection of their
business.
Then, what is the difference between performing a backup and prepare a plan
for restoring normal operations?
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Picture of an IBM 726, one of the backup media of 1952. Image reproduced
courtesy of IBM and available at
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ibm_media/7203083974/ released with a
Creative Commons license.

Which parameters are too often ignored ?
First of all saving the data on a removable media such as a tape or a USB disk,
doesn’t always mean that you can restore that data.
How many people verify that what you had plan to save, was was it actually
saved properly? How many of those verify on a regular basis ?
Presuming the presence of the desired information on the selected media, who
is taking into account the necessary tools granting to access that data? For
example, if you saved a database in order to be able to read it, in case of
breakage of the computer or server, you will need another computer or server
with the same program, of the same version, allowing to import those
information and make it again available. Sometimes reading the file itself may
take a few minutes, whereas restoring the proper context to make the data in
that file available, it may take a few days, waiting and working.
Attachment B of the D.Lgs. 196/2003, moreover, even includes indications
regarding the frequency with which you should perform the backup and the
recovery time that must be guaranteed. Article 18, actually, states that
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"Organizational and technical instructions shall be issued which provide data
backup at least weekly.", while Article 23 underlines that should be "taken
appropriate measures to ensure the restoration of the access to data in the
event of a damage to themselves or electronic instruments, in well-defined
times compatible with the rights of the parties and not exceeding seven days.".
Therefore they don’t ask for a copy of that data, but to ensure access in welldefined times: technically this is told by a parameter called RTO, Recovery
Time Objective, i.e. the time necessary to return operating. Unfortunately
there is too often the total absence not only of asking this question, but also to
organize the disaster recovery plan.
Another parameter too often ignored is the RPO, the Recovery Point Objective
i.e. how old, at most, can be the data restored. It is clear, as a matter of fact,
that a plan that allows to return operative in a few minutes, but with
information up to several years old, is far to be efficient or desirable.

What is the criticality of the backup media ?
Too often you can see that the safety of the media containing the backuped
data is totally ignored.
Servers containing all the files are protected by firewalls, antiviruses, IDS, IPS
and various other tools. At the same time the media containg the same
information lies forgotten on a bookshelf in the hallway, where anyone can
pass, including guests and where anyone could remove it without anyone
noticing. Media must be protected, taking suitable physical protection
measures, so that no one can access the backup copy of that data, so useful to
an attacker as the original on the server.
Too often, furthermore, you notice other bad behaviors: backup media placed
in the same room, or even over the server itself. It is evident, in these cases,
that a small fire, a water loss, for example, may affect simultaneously both the
server managing the data and the backup copy.
For this reason it is advisable to always keep a backup copy "off-site", i.e.
outside the company.
The more organized are using specialized companies for the media transport,
locked in suitable sealed containers not easily openable without keys,
containers placed at the end in safety deposit boxes or equivalent. Too often
the solution "do it yourself" translates in preserving, without any trick, the
backup copy at home – of one of the employees or the company owner -, thus
endangering, again, the physical security of the media support and the
information it contains.
Others prefer, instead, renting third party spaces where to keep their backup
copies in order to preserve the integrity of the information in case of more
serious incidents or earthquakes.
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What support for my backup ?
While traditionally, backup copies were made on magnetic tapes, nowadays
there are numerous options: tapes, CDs and DVDs, USB disks, proprietary or
shared in datacenter Internet Service Provider storages, or even cloud-based
solutions.
Also in this case, you should ask yourself several questions before choosing the
appropriate solution.
Where am I saving my data ? At which confidentiality level? How will I access
my data in case of need, in order to use it again ?
It isn’t rare to find out that the good practice of using a cloud space to store
backups was adopted, combined with the encryption of the information to
protect privacy and confidentiality.
Just after this, you may then discover that keys to access those information
are stored in a single copy on corporate servers, with the result that in the
event of a disaster causing the enterprise servers useless, those data will be
protected not only from indescreet eyes, but also from the owner that will no
longer be in possession of the keys to decrypt them.

The scenario in Italy
A search of F-Secure proved that 41% of respondents, at least once, have
experienced loss of important data.
The same survey showed that only 50% of the sample performs regular
backups of their data and the trend, unfortunately, changes quite a little if you
look at the sector of small and medium-sized Italian companies.
Between, in a recent study regarding the Italian SME segment, showed that
more than 30% of companies rarely (less than once a month) makes full
backup copies of their data, and only 12% performs a daily backup.
Also (source: Acronis) only 53% of IT professionals of small and medium-sized
enterprises is confident in his recovery strategy after any emergency. The
remaining respondents foreshadow rather long downtime and lack of clear
procedures for restoring their data and applications.
This means that over 95% of the Italian SMEs does not have the confidence to
effectively recover data from the day before.
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Data backup
«How often do you back up your data?»

Rarely

Now and again in a month

Now and again in a week

Every day

Source: Between ICT Monitor Business 2012
Almost half (45%) of respondents identified the lack of budget and resources
as the greatest obstacles, while a quarter of people said they did not have the
support of their management team.
The year 2012 has further strengthened a trend that began in 2010: the first
cuts to keep costs down and face the economic downturn start from ICT. In
2010, 60% of the SMEs said that they wanted to reduce the economic
expenditure for telecommunicationsand information technology, in 2012, the
number of companies claiming to want to reduce expenditures (or even
postpone it to better times) rose to over 80%.
In this context, price is a critical variable, anyway did not taking a chance on
solutions that promise substantial savings, but with an uncertainty about their
brand and product specializations.
The latest trends show that 66% of companies are positively evaluating the
possibility to acquire a backup system cloud-based which ensures the data
protection, at the same time delegating the management to a supplier with a
solid brand.

Conclusions
Technologies allowing to make effective security copies of the information,
manageble and rapidly usable, do already exist. Backups on removable media,
replica of virtual machines on a geographical scale or "in the cloud", tens of
suitable strategies to protect one of the key assets of any modern business
exist, for micro-enterprises, SMEs or multinational corporations: the
information.
Costs certainly play a key role in choosing the appropriate strategy, but too
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often the real business needs are ignored in favor of solutions that are suitable
only as a surface analysis, intended to meet a minimum requirements law
orinternal policies and not the real company needs.
Long since they hope for a greater awareness and a more precise management
of this issue, however, there are no major changes on this field, except for a
greater number of available products.
Probably, in order to improve this situation, rather than the adoption of
different technologies should they be focused on a greater awareness of what
needs to be protected and how, and then choose among the many possibilities,
not just the product, but the organizational appropriate process too.
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of scientific and technical publications. Since 2003, he is
contract professor in the Master of Internet Technologies, in the course of
Information Security, University of Pisa. Since 2007, he is member of the
Technical and Scientific Committee and of the Board of Directors of CLUSIT,
and he held several seminars for Clusit Education, also in the context of
CLUSIT Security Summit.

Matteo Cavallini. I have over 15 years experience in
information security both for industry and government. At
present, I work for Consip S.p.A. as head of security and
internal IT unit (CIO) I'm also the leader of the Internal
Computer Emergency Response Team (an organization
known as Local Security Unit). Since 2010 I am in charge of
coordinating the Consip's activities and tasks on cloud
security and in July 2011 Consip published my ebook
"Cloud Security: una sfida per il futuro" as an official paper.
I am also the Vice President of Cloud Security Alliance –
Italy Chapter. From 2004 to 2006 I was Senior Security Expert at CNIPA to
support the start-up of the GovCERT.it project. Before CNIPA, I worked at
Consip S.p.A for 4 years and I was responsible for the Internet security and IT
Security Project Manager for the most critical security initiatives. In this
position I gained a major experience in security infrastructure, digital signature
systems and application security.
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Raoul “Nobody” Chiesa, from Turin, Italy, is 40 years old.
He has been one of the very first European hackers between
80's and 90's, then moved towards professional Information
Security in 1997, founding @ Mediaservice.net and being its
visionary trendsetter for more than 10 years, then leavin the
company in 2012 Raoul is among the founder members of
CLUSIT, and a Steering Board member at CLUSIT itself,
ISECOM, OWASP Italian Chapter, Italian Privacy Observatory
(AIP/OPSI). He's a Principal at CyberDefcon and, along with
Mr. Jart Armin and its team, they fight cybercrime everyday.
On November 2012 he established Security Brokers, a cutting-edge start-up,
which members are senior security professionals from all over the world. Since
2003 Raoul began working with the United Nations agency "UNICRI", working
on the "HPP" (Hacker's Profiling Project) and nowadays he's the Institute's
Independent Senior Advisor on Cybercrime. Since 2010 he's also a PSG
member (Permanent Stakeholder's Group) at ENISA, the European Network &
Information Security Agency, and its engagement has been confirmed until
2015.

Stefano Cremonesi has graduated in Elettronic Engineering
in 1994 at the Politechnical Institute of Milan. His area of
specialization and expertise was in Information Technology.
After graduating, he began to work immediately designing
and developing information systems in hospital settings at
the Consortium of Bioengineering and Informatics. The size
of the companies involved (Hospital San Matteo of Pavia,
Hospital of Varese, the Hospital "Bambin Gesù" in Rome,
Hospitals Riuniti in Bergamo) elicited the need to address all
aspects and phases of the computerization pertaining to the project. The
identification of the problems relating to and involved in computer security
were of fundamental importance to those projects. Subsequently, he was
employed as a Project Manager to design computer systems in the retail's
business. This experience enabled him to acquire managerial skills in and
knowledge to develop business forecasting and contingency plans. As a
consultant, he managed the design and assembly of servers and their
consolidation in the server farm of Legnano's Hospital. He is currently a Project
Manager of the Technological Area in Multimedica Hospital where he is dealing
with the design, implementation and management of all the technological
infrastructure of that institution.
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Davide Del Vecchio has always been an Information
Security appassionate ; under the nickname “Dante” he
signed many research papers in this field. He writes for
Wired from time to time and he’s among the founders of
the Hermes Center Hermes for Transparency and network’s
Digital Rights..
He worked with many Universities and has been speaking
at many national and international events.. Nowadays he’s
the SOC and Managed Security Services manager for
executive customers at FASTWEB.

Paolo Giudice is the General Secretary of CLUSIT. During
the 80’s and the 90’s he did some advisory activities as an
expert in business management and financial risks. The
evolution of the IT sector which highlighted the existing
shortcomings in the field of Security, pushed him into the
information security world and in July 2000, together with a
group of friends and colleagues, he founded CLUSIT. From
2001 to 2008, he coordinated the Committee of Infosecurity
Program Italy and since 2009 he has been coordinating the
Scientific Committee of the Security Summit Conference.

Fabio Guasconi, Graduated in computer science, he’s been
working for 10+ years within information security
consulting, focusing on risk assessment, security and
compliance management using international standards.
Certified CISA, CISM, ITILv3 and ISFS, he is a qualified ISO
9001 and ISO/IEC 27001 auditor, having edited the Italian
translation of the latter standard. Coauthor of the CLUSIT
handbook on PCI-DSS and active QSA, is a regular presence
into events and publications on information security.
Chairs the Italian ISO/IEC SC27 of UNINFO and sits in its
board of directors, as for CLUSIT, being also a member of ISACA.

Antonio Ieranò is an IT professional, Blogger, Journalist,
marketing specialist, and tech evangelist with over 16 years
of experience serving as a community liaison, subject
matter expert, and high-profile trainer for key technologies
and solutions. Mr Ieranò’s experience includes acting as the
public face of Cisco security technologies; leading panEuropean technical teams in development of new Cisco
security products; and serving as a key public speaker and
trainer on behalf of new high-tech products. His expertise
spans IT development and implementation, marketing
strategy, legal issues, and budget / financial management.
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Marco Misitano is an ICT security professional since mid90’s. During his career his interest scoped several areas,
including Wireless network security, admission control
technologies, VoIP security and IPv6. On these topics he
has published several papers. He has also extended his
interest towards of Logical/physical security convergence,
including video surveillance
and access control over IP, with a special interest in the
role of the network infrastructure. Among the first in
achieving the CISSP certification in Italy, he currently
works for Cisco where he leads New Technologies Go-tomarket strategies for EMEAR (Europe, Middle East, Africa, Russia). Member
since a long time Marco is also part of CLUSIT board of directors, President of
(ISC)2 Italian Chapter and one of the founder members of ISSA Italian
Chapter.

Paolo Passeri deals with IT Security since more than 15
years. Its interest on the topic started after he graduated
in Physics at the Università degli Studi in Milan, then
applying many consulting experiences and project
management at various system integrators. Nowadays he
is a Senior System Engineer at Lastline, Inc. A USA-based
company leader azienda USA leader in the contrast of
advanced flavours of malware. Along his career he
consulted and built security projects for TLC operators,
Public Administration and relevant Banking groups in
different environments and issues, designing and building
security solutions. His knowledge background covers the InfoSec world at 360
degrees, with a particular focus on malware analysis, Cybercrime contrast, and
those security isses generated by new technologies such as mobile and social
networks.

Alessio L.R. Pennasilico, Alba ST's Security Evangelist is
better known as -=mayhem=- in the digital hacker's
underground.
His personal and working interests are into Information
Technology, focusing on security issues, OpenSource and
Digital Rights. That’s why he soon became a member of
the Board of Directors of many independent organizations,
such as CLUSIT, AIP and many others. He is usually invited
as a speaker at most of the Italian, European and
worldwide events. Alessio also holds workshops in
secondary schools and italian universities, with the aim of spreading the
culture for an aware use of nowaday’s technology.
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Mario Salvatori, journalist, has been for 18 years the
director of monthly magazines Assicura and AziendaBanca,
as well as the manager for those side activities such as
conferences, trainings, researches, books and on-line
services. Nowadays he solely follows the professional
information sector for the insurance market with Assicura
On Line, a cutting edge initiative which encompasses the
web site, email newsletter, and social networks. He is a
journalist since 1980, an appassionated of innovative
distribution, organizational and technological from the
finance sector, and a nuovi media curios.

Claudio Telmon is a freelance

ICT security consultant
since more than15 years. He was technical manager of the
Security Laboratory of the Department of Informatics at the
University of Pisa for several years, and has cooperated
with the University of Pisa on teaching and research in ICT
security and IT risk management since then. As a
professional, he dealt with technological and organizational
ICT security issues for companies in the financial and
telecommunication sectors, and for public administrations.
He is a member of the Clusit Board of Directors, delegated
for the Digital Agenda in the health sector. He is also responsible for Clusit's
participation in EU projects, for SMEs related projects, and for Clusit's thesis
prize.

Alessandro Vallega works in Oracle Italy as Security
Business Development Manager and he is found of
Database Security, Identity and Access Management, and
Governance, Risk and Compliance. He is part of the Clusit
Board and manage the Oracle Community for Security that
he created in 2007. He led and contributed to the writing of
several Security / Privacy and Governance publications such
as: "ROSI Return of Security Investments; a practical
approach"; “Fascicolo Sanitario Elettronico: il ruolo della
tecnologia nella tutela della privacy e della sicurezza”
(Medical Health Record Security and Privacy according to the Italian laws);
“Privacy nel Cloud: le sfide della tecnologia e la tutela dei dati personali per
un’azienda italiana” (Privacy and Security in the Cloud for the Italian
companies); “Mobile Privacy: adempimenti formali e misure di sicurezza per la
compliance dei trattamenti di dati personali in ambito aziendale” (Mobile
Privacy and Security); “I primi 100 giorni del Responsabile della Sicurezza delle
Informazioni (the first 100 days of a new appointed CISO)”; “La Sicurezza nei
Social Media - Guida all’utilizzo sicuro dei Social Media per le aziende del Made
in Italy” (Social Media Security for the Made in Italy).
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Andrea Zapparoli Manzoni works in ICT Security since
1997 and as a Cyber Crime and Information Warfare
analyst since 2003, thanks to a multidisciplinary
background in Political Science and Computer Science.
He is Chairman of iDialoghi and General Manager of
Security Brokers, being among the founders of both
companies. He is a member of the working group
"CyberWorld" of the National Security Observatory
established within the Italian Military Centre for Strategic
Studies. He is a member of the Board for Clusit and
Assintel. He has held several seminars for Clusit and participated as a speaker
at various editions of the Security Summit on several topics ranging from DLP
to Fraud Management, from Social Business Security to SCADA Security, and
so on. For the Clusit Report on ICT Security in Italy (2012 and 2013 editions)
he contributed the analysis of the main international attacks and of global
security trends, besides being the author of the "Social Media Security"
section.
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CLUSIT was established in 2000 at the Department
of Information and Communication of the University
of Milan. It is the bigger and influential Italian
association in the field of information security.
Today, it represents more than 500 organizations
from all sectors of the country.
Aims
 Raise the computer security culture among Companies, Public
Administrations and common citizens
 Participate and contribute to the development of laws, practical codes,
and correct behaviours in computer security both at the national and
European levels
 Contribute to the definition of learning programs and of certifications for
computer security experts
 Promote the adoption of methodologies and technologies which can
contribute to the improvement of the security level of the information
infrastructure at all levels.
Activities and ongoing projects
 Specialized training: CLUSIT workshops
 Professional certifications: CISSP and CSSLP courses and exams
 Research and studies: “Information Security Innovation” award for the
best University thesis
 Specialized conferences: Security Summit (Milan, Bari, Rome and
Verona)
 Technical-scientific documents: CLUSIT Notebooks
 ROSI: a method for assessing the return on investment in information
security
 “IT risk and small businesses” project, dedicated to all small and
microenterprises
 YouTube CLUSIT channel: ICT security in short videos
 School Project: on-site Training
 CLUSIT Reports: annual report on damaging events (Cybercrime and
information accidents) in Italy; the analysis of the ICT Security market in
Italy; labour market analysis.
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CLUSIT institutional role
At a national level, CLUSIT collaborates with: Presidency of the Council of
Ministers, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Defence, Ministry
of Economics and Finance, Ministry of Economic Development, Postal and
Communication Police, Arma dei Carabinieri (The national military police of
Italy) and Guardia di Finanza (The Italian law enforcement agency under the
authority of the Minister of Economy and Finance and part of the Italian armed
forces), Authority for personal data protection, The Communications Authority,
Universities and Research Centres, Professional and Consumers Associations,
Confindustria (The Italian employers' federation) and Confcommercio (The
Italian federation of all actors in the field of trade, tourism, services and
professions).
CLUSIT international relations
At an international level CLUSIT takes part in numerous initiatives in
collaboration with: CERT, CLUSI, Universities and Research Centres in more
than 20 countries, DG Information Society of the European Commission, ENISA
(European Network and Information Security Agency), ITU (International
Telecommunication Union), OCSE (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development), UNICRI (United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice
Research Institute), Professional Associations (ISACA, ASIS, CSA, ISCC, ISSA
SANS) and Consumers Associations.
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The Security Summit is the most important Italian
appointment for people with a keen interest in
information system, network security, and information
security.

Organised in response to today’s professionals needs, the Security Summit is a
convention that offers participants the opportunities of examination, knowledge
sharing and education.
Open to international experiences and to trends coming from within industry,
university and research, the Security Summit turns to security professionals
and people dealing with organisational and legal pertaining to ICT security.
Admission is free, after online registration.
The Security Summit is managed by CLUSIT and CEventi, the conference
division of the publishing house Cardi Editore that organises events on finance
and ICT.
Teachers and speakers
Over 350 teachers, speakers, lectures, business men and professionals took
part in the past Security Summit editions.
Attendees
During the first five editions of the Secuirty Summit over 8,000 people joined
us and about 5,000 certificates of attendance were released providing CPE and
900 diplomas.
Edition 2013
The following edition of the Securtiy Summit 2012 will be held in Verona on
October 3th, 2013.
Information
Website: https://www.securitysummit.it/
Agenda and contents: info@clusit.it
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In collaboration with

www.securitysummit.it
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